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Are you tired of being stuck in the same gift proposals and options every year?

Do you want to surprise your clients & partners with WOW gifts & give - aways?

Do you feel the need of a fresh approach in the promotional materials selection?

Then, you need this WOW collection to offer you memorable choices for your branded marketing materials & 

gifts. And to make powerful statements about your brands and company.

Walk with us through our WOW COLLECTION sections, especially designed for your different needs in choos-

ing the right promotional materials:

o A touch of nature – ecological, innovative, durable gifts that make a real difference to the world and to your

partners;

o Gadget world – upgrading usual gadgets with a touch of wow-ness;

o Urban chic – wow gifts for a chic look, from antitheft & wow backpacks to amazing shaped umbrellas and

many more;

o WOW office style – if you are bored with usual office promotional stuff, you should try our out-of-the-box

stationaries and pencils with a twist.

o Be WOW daily – help your customer, clients or partners be WOW every day, with items that make their day

more vibrant, interesting and colorful.

o Fit & Cool – find out some sport & fitness articles designed for workout & being cool at the same time.

o Kids world – discover ways to brighten the kids world. Yours and your clients’ kids.

o Nature escape – find out items to make nature journeys more attractive and convenient for people and

their pets.

Your partners, clients, customers, employees will really appreciate your WOW choices and real interest to offer 

them something that truly represents your brand, your values, your DNA. That is why WOW collection gives 

you both numerous product choices with various types of personalization, that will make your gifts & give-
aways unique.

WHY WOW COLLECTION?

A TOUCH OF NATURE
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Eco lifestyle become a way of life for many of us, it 

is not just a trend and aspiration anymore. It implies 

eco-attitude and willingness to use eco-friendly 

products on daily basis, when possible.

In other words, these products help preserve the 

environment by significantly reducing the pollution 

they could produce (when they are made or used). 

Eco-friendly products can be made from scratch, 

or from recycled materials. They are also known as 

environment friendly products or green products 

as they cause minimal harm to people and the

environment. 

Products made of bamboo, cork, washable paper, tyvek or wheat become more and more popular and are excellent choices of gifts for 
your clients, partners, customers or employees.
From daily used products to gadgets, from mainstream to premium articles, from bags, hats, textiles to pens, watches, cups, mugs,
notebooks, backpacks or shower timers, or solar and water powered items.

It is a responsible and sustainable way of doing business today for tomorrow, of passing your real care & implication to your customers 
or employees, involving them in a world with real respect for nature and earth future.
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BAMBOO X DOUBLE SPEAKER, BLACK

WOW1001

Natural sound from a natural speaker. This sustainable speaker 
combines an amazing sound experience with a stylish design 
made out of durable and responsible materials.
5,5 x 8,5 x 18,5 cm

Bamboo is considered one of the most sustainable plants

because it grows quickly and does not require chemicals 

or irrigation. It biodegrades more quickly than oil-based

synthetics.

Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plant on earth with a 

growth rate of over 12 inches per day.

No fertilizers, pesticides or irrigation is required. Bamboo 

does not require replanting.

DID YOU KNOW 
THAT…?

WOODEN CLOCK
Clock. MDF. With calendar, alarm and thermometer.
Supplied in gift box.  
150 x 70 x 44 mm

WOW1002
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BAMBOO X SPEAKER, BLACK

WOW1003

Natural sound from a natural speaker. This sustainable speaker combines an amazing 
sound experience with a stylish design made out of durable and responsible materials.
5 x 5,8 x 12 cm

BAMBOO DESK ORGANIZER, WIRELESS CHARGER
The perfect item for on your desk or table! This bamboo desk organizer 
allows you to keep your desk tidy and charge your phone without any wires. 
Including 150 cm micro USB cable to connect the charger to a power source. 
2,3 x 15 x 27,5 cm

WOW1004
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BAMBOO X WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK
Keep your phone charged with this eco 5W wireless powerbank. The powerbank comes 
with 3 charging options: wireless 5W charging, type C in and out (2A) and a regular USB 
port 2A output for fast charging.
1,6 x 7,3 x 14,4 cm

WOW1005

WOOD 5W WIRELESS CHARGER
Charge your mobile devices without connecting a cable. Just place your mobile phone on 
the pad and wait for the charging notification to appear. Made out of natural birch wood.
1,3 x 8,1 cm

WOW1006
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5W WIRELESS CHARGER WITH SPEAKER
Update your desk with this super convenient wireless charger. Made out of ABS and 
100% natural bamboo this wireless charger with speaker integrates perfectly into your 
desk or your living room.
11,8 x 9,5 x 16,8 cm

WOW1008

BAMBOO X 5W WIRELESS CHARGER 
Keep your phone charged with this eco 5W wireless charger that will blend perfectly with 
your home/environment. The casing is made out of durable bamboo. output: Input: 5V/2A. 
Wireless output: 5V/1A 5W.  
Ø 9,2 x 1,7 cm.

WOW1007
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5W WIRELESS CHARGER WITH PEN HOLDER
Update your desk with this super convenient wireless charger. Made out of ABS and 100% 
natural bamboo this wireless charger integrates perfectly on your desk or your living room.
11,2 x 8,1 x 15 cm

WOW1009

THERMAL BOTTLE
Thermal bottle. Bamboo and stainless steel. With double structure body and tea infusor. 
Capacity up to 430 ml. Supplied in gift box.  
ø 69 x 207 mm | Box: 72 x 210 x 72 mm.

WOW1010
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BATUMI GLASS
Double wall in high borosilicate glass and bamboo lid with tea infuser
420 ml. Ø 7 x 23 cm

WOW1011

ECO BAMBOO 1.7L CARAFE
Carafe made from naturally grown organic bamboo fibre. Reusable and highly durable. 
Content: 1.7L.
21,7 x  Ø 11,9 cm

WOW1012
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ECO MUG 320ML
Eco mug 320 ml, made of bamboo and PP.
Ø 7,9 x 8,8 cm

WOW1013

BAMBOO LUNCHBOX MATLÅDA 
Lunchbox made of 40% ecological bamboo fibre and 60% PP plastic. With perfectly 
sealing lid and silicon fastening strap. Reusable, durable and environmentally 
friendly.
19 x 6 x 13 cm

WOW1014

WOW1014-01

WOW1014-02

WOW1014-03

Available colors:
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ASTORIA BOX
Lunch box made of 50% bamboo fibre and 50% PP with 1 compartment and 1 fork and knife. 
Including elastic band to fix cutlery.
16.5 x 11 x 5 cm

WOW1015

WOW1015-01

WOW1015-02

WOW1015-03

WOW1015-04

Available colors:

KARENDA
Bamboo block perpetual desktop calendar.
13 x 4 x 5,5 cm

WOW1016
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SAN GALLEN

WOW1017

WOW1017-01 WOW1017-02

Fashionable natural wooden analogue quartz wrist watch. With Kraft paper gift box.
Box: 7 x 7 x 7 cm

NESTY CHOPSTICKS
Bamboo chopsticks, 2 pcs.
225 mm

CLEVIX SERVING PLATE
Bamboo serving plate with 3 compartments.
18 x 0,9 x 6 cm 

WOW1018 WOW1019
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WOODEN CALCULATOR
Wooden calculator. 8 digit eco-friendly bamboo calculator. Works on solar power.
136 x 1 x 76 mm.

WOW1020

TEAHEART
Heart shaped wooden tea light candle holder. Tea light included. Only to be used with tea 
light.
9.5 x 10 x 2 cm

WOW1021

ECO MUG 500ML
Eco mug 500 ml, 100% biodegradable. Paper, bioplastic (compostable).
Ø 9 x 13,7 cm

WOW1022-01 WOW1022-02

WOW1022
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BALL PEN CORK
Ball pen. Cork and metal. Supplied in gift case.  
ø 11 x 137 mm | Case: 180 x 56 x 30 mm

WOW1024

Cork is an incredibly versatile natural material, harvested 

from living cork oak trees. The trees are unharmed by the 

process, and they continue producing cork for an average 

of 150 years. The large amount of dead-air space makes 

cork an effective insulation material for both temperature 

and noise. Furthermore, it is fire retardant; flames will only 

char the surface, and no toxic fumes are generated.

DID YOU KNOW 
THAT…?

A4 FOLDER
A4 folder. Cork. Notepad: 20 ivory plain sheets. Supplied in non-woven pouch.
239 x 307 x 17 mm

WOW1023
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WOW1026

ECO CORK NOTEBOOK
Eco-friendly cork notebook with recycled craft paper. 80 sheets/160 
pages of 80 g/m2.

ECO PLA CAN WITH CORK SLEEVE, 400ML
Reusable, biodegradable and compostable. Truly sustainable and safe for those who care 
about their health and the environment. Heat resistant up to 120 degree Celsius, microwave 
safe and dishwasher safe.
15,1 x 7,7 cm

WOW1025
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BULTY PEN CASE
Zipped natural cork pen case.
230 × 110×20 mm.

WOW1029

ILLA

Twill cotton drawstring bag with a cork detail. Long handles. 
160 gr/m²
38 x 41 cm

WOW1030

UMBRELLA
Umbrella. Cork. Wooden shaft and handle. Automatic opening.
ø1050 mm | 890 mm

WOW1027

LAPTOP BAG
Laptop bag. Cork. Compartment lined and cushioned, with laptop cushioned partition up 
to 15.6’’. Front pocket. Adjustable shoulder strap with padded reinforcement. Supplied in 
non-woven gift bag.  
410 x 310 x 75 mm | Bag: 490 x 378 mm

WOW1028
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VENUX MOUSE PAD
Natural cork mouse pad with silicone anti-slip base.
195 × 215 mm

WOW1032

ILLA TOTE

Twill cotton shopping bag with cork detailing. Long handles. 
160 gr/m²
38 x 41 cm

WOW1031
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WASHABLE kraft paper is a cellulose impregnated latex 
that can be washed and reused. Looks and feels like skin. 
Washable paper is durable and flexible, and thanks to a bit 
of latex contained in it, it was durable enough to be used 
for sewing even very heavy things.

DID YOU KNOW that production of washable paper is similar to 
the leather tanning techniques? Therefore, cellulose fibers gets 
extraordinary durability, are suitable for washing and sewing. 
Washable paper is also called a vegan leather.

DID YOU KNOW 
THAT…?

LAMINATED PAPER COOLING SHOPPING BAG
Laminated paper shopping bag with silver coloured foil interior to serve as cooling bag. 
Paper 80 gsm
33, 3 x 42, 2 x 14 cm

WOW1034

YUBESK PEN CASE
Zipped paper pen case, paper. 
223 × 88 × 25 mm. 

WOW1033
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NOTEBOOK A5 ECO JUTE COTTON
Back to nature with this eco-friendly jute cotton notebook with 80 sheets/160 pages of bam-
boo paper. Elastic band and bookmark ribbon.
1,1 x 14,4 x 21 cm

WOW1036

LAMINATED PAPER COOLING BACKPACK
Laminated paper backpack with a silver coloured foil interior to serve as cooling bag.
Adjustable shoulder straps. Paper 80 gsm.
38 x 30 x 14 cm

WOW1035
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BIOSAFE SHOPPING BAG
Natural fiber shopping bag with long handles.
355 × 390 mm

WOW1037

BAPOM COLLER BAG
Paper lunchbag with aluminium lining.
190 × 320 × 120 mm

WOW1038

WOW1039-01

WOW1039-02

WOW1039-03

WOW1039-04

WOW1039-07

Available colors:

WOW1039-05

WOW1039-06

WOW1040-01

WOW1040-02

WOW1040-03

WOW1040-04

Available colors:

KALKUT SHOPPING BAG
Jute shopping bag with coloured handles.
380 × 410 mm

WOW1039

Paper cooler bag for kids with coloured handle and aluminium padding.
200 × 260 × 95 mm

RUMBIX COOLER BAG

WOW1040
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BERGOLO
Notebook with 80 lined sheets.
9 x 12 x 1,5 cm

WOW1042

WOW1041-01

WOW1041-02

WOW1041-03

WOW1041-04

Available colors:

STONEBOOK
Ring notebook, 70 sheet lined stone paper and recycled carton cover. Stone paper is made 
from natural stone – calcium carbonate, limestone and HDPE plastic.
13 x 18,5 cm

WOW1041

BERGARUD
Desk Block notes with pen, ruler and clip.

WOW1043

LACKHOPEN
Jute and cotton pen case with zipped closure, including a pen, a pencil, a ruler, a sharpener 
and an eraser.
18,5 x 8,5 cm

WOW1044
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WOW1045

WOW1045-01 WOW1045-02 WOW1045-03 WOW1045-04

ECO BALL PEN
Eco ball pen, touch pen, coloured barrel, metal clip, black details. Material: bamboo fiber.

WOODAVE
Wooden ruler pen. Blue ink.
18 x 0,9 x 0,9 cm

WOW1047

WOW1046-03

WOW1046-02

WOW1046-01

CARPENTER PENCIL EISENSTADT
Wooden pencil with ruler on one side of the product, while the other side offers a large 
surface for the logo.
17,8 × 1,2 × 0,7 cm

WOW1046
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WOW1048-01 WOW1049-01WOW1048-02 WOW1049-02WOW1048-03 WOW1049-03WOW1048-04 WOW1049-04

BIO PEN “STEEP”
Ecological and environmentally friendly. 

WOW1049

BALL PEN WHEAT “ECOBIO”    
Ecological and respectful of the environment. Blue ink

WOW1048

GANTZ  - PENCIL WITH SUNFLOWER
Seeds validity is 1 year. If stored in a dry, cool environment they can last up to 2-3 years.
H 19 cm

WOW1050

GANTZ - BOX FOR PENCIL
Pencil not included.
20 x 4 cm

WOW1051

WOW1050-01

WOW1050-02

WOW1050-03

WOW1050-04

WOW1050-05

WOW1050-06

WOW1050-07

WOW1050-08

Available colors:

WOW1050-09

WOW1050-10

WOW1050-11
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SOLAR CHARGER 2.200 MAH
Notos is a compact solar power bank with solid aluminium ring. 
It can be opened and attached to any window with a simple 
twist to collect solar energy and boost your mobile devices.
4,8 x 9,7 x 9,3 cm

WOW1052

NOTEPAD WITH PEN
Notepad in holder made of recycled materials: combination of wheat straw and PP,
containing 125 leaf shaped sheets. Including a wooden ballpoint pen with plastic leaf
decoration on top, with blue refill.
11,5 x 14,5 x 6,5 cm

WOW1054

PORT SOLAR CHARGER 1.000MAH
Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB port. Due to the integrated
suction pad it can be attached to any window, whether it’s at home, in the car or on the 
plane. Internal 1000 mAh rechargeable lithium battery.
2,6 x  Ø 10 cm

WOW1053

WOW1053-01

WOW1053-02

Available colors:
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SHOULDER BAG NATURE
Main compartment with organizer features; mobile phone pouch on side part; flap with 
zipper pocket; adjustable shoulder strap.
26 x 33 x 11 cm

WOW1055

COURIER BAG MODERN CLASSIC
Main compartment with organizer features; flat inside pocket; convenient shoulder strap; 
large flap with Velcro closure as the ideal embroidery area for your promotion.
29 x 36 x 10 cm

WOW1056

MODERN CLASSIC SLEEVE 
Quality felt case suitable for DIN A4-diary and tablets; elastic band for closing the cover.
23 x 33 cm

WOW1057

WOW1057-01

WOW1057-02

WOW1057-03

Available colors:
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FLEXIBLE HAT
100% paper; contrasting embroidery, high-quality elastic material, width of brim:
5cm, elastic sweatband

WOW1058-01

WOW1058-02

WOW1058-03

Available colors:

WOW1058

SHOPPER SPIRIT
nicely designed heavy cotton shopping bag with zipper closure; artificial velours leather 
handles.
40 x 33 9 cm

WOW1059

SHOPPER CLASSIC
Simple elegance, functional, timeless, purist. No frills, making it so refined and noticeable. 
The premium velour of the handles looks like real leather - not least due to the finish.
30 x 47,5 x 10 cm

WOW1060
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STREET STYLE HAT
100% paper, hatband: 65% cotton, 35% polyesterstylish summer streetwear hat with wide contrasting hatband, 
padded, fast-drying polyester sweatband

Available colors:

BLACK/LIGHT GREY
WOW1061-01

GREY/GREEN
WOW1061-05

RED/DARK GREY
WOW1061-09

BLACK/ORANGE
WOW1061-02

BROWN/TURQUOISE
WOW1061-06

SAND/BROWN
WOW1061-10

NATURAL/NAVY
WOW1061-03

FUCHSIA/LIME
WOW1061-07

DENIM
WOW1061-11

NAVY/WHITE 
WOW1061-04

LIGHT GREY/YELLOW 
WOW1061-08

BEIGE/BROWN 
WOW1061-12

SUMMER HAT
100% paper; supple material, width of brim: 4cm, elastic sweatband, decorative cord

WOW1062

WOW1062-01

WOW1062-02

WOW1062-03

Available colors:

WOW1061
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WOW1063-01

WOW1063-02

WOW1063-03

Available colors:

ECO WHEAT STRAW FIBRE SUNGLASSES
ECO sunglasses with frame made out of wheat fibre. Packed in kraft paper box.
With UV 400 glasses.
4,8 x 14,2 x 14,2 cm

WOW1063

BELLIZZI
Bamboo toothbrush, individual presentation.
1,4 x 17,5 cm

WOW1064

BELLINO
Toothbrush made of Wheat fiber and Plastic.
18 x 1,2 cm

WOW1065
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BELMOPAN
Wooden comb. 
12,5 x 5 cm

WOW1066

BELLUNO
Comb made of wheat fiber and plastic.
2,7 x 17 cm

WOW1067

MASSAGE STONES SET
Relaxing massage with hot stones is a great idea for a peaceful evening. Heat the stones with hot 
water to the appropriate temperature (approx. 50° C/120° F). Before the massage, lubricate the 
stones using natural oils.
137 x 126 x 45 mm

WOW1068
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Available colors:

BLACK/GREY
WOW1069-1

WHITE/GREY
WOW1069-2

BLUE/ANTHRACITE
WOW1069-3

GREEN/ANTHRACITE
WOW1069-4

BOOM ECO MUG
The Boom is a 225ml leakproof, double walled travel mug for your hot or cold beverages on the 
go. The most surprising feature is that it’s designed to be completely dismantled at the end of its 
life-cycle for recycling. Show your commitment by disassembling and recycling each part for a 
cleaner world.
17,2 x 7 cm

BIDON, 2200ML
Large fitness water bottle made of plastic with a 2200 ml capacity.  
The bottle can be filled through the integrated handle and used as a dumbbell.
Ø 12,5 × 26 cm

WOW1070

WOW1069
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GINKGO SOLAR TREE 4.000MAH
The Ginkgo has an integrated 4000mAh rechargeable lithium 
battery to store your clean energy and the capacity is displayed 
on small LED’s.
19,2 x 19 x 22 cm

WOW1071

ECO-FRIENDLY POOPET BAGS

Eco frendly bags.

WOW1072

SPOON SELMA

WOW1073

Bamboo spoon
6 x 30 x 0,8 cm
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GADGETS WORLD

It is a tremendous time of gadget inspiration and technology 
focus in the promotional & gifts area. They fascinate both your 
customers and employees, making a huge impact on them. 
Gadgets make unique statements on your company
innovative style and values. They give your brand a visionary 
touch, a modern approach and make your clients or partners 
look up for you like a trend setter in your activity.

Keep your modern edge offering the coolest gadgets, from C 
Secure RIFD card holders or wallets to phone case with signal 
blocking. Or help your partners take some time off the phone 
with a “pause your phone safe”, while using the newest
camera drone or camera sunglasses.

Or better hear some music at some cool bluetooth speaker
sunglasses or a water bottle with speaker, while practicing 
sport.

Whatever you choose for your partners, make sure you settle 
the standards in the gadgets gifts!
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WOW1074-1

WOW1074-2

Available colors:

C-SECURE RFID CARD HOLDER & WALLET
This solid aluminium card holder protects your most important cards against electronic 
pickpocketing. No more broken or bent cards. It can hold up to 7 cards or 5 embossed cards. 
Easy side slider will push the cards up gradually.
1,6 x 6,8 x 9,5 cm

WOW1074

MODERN TRAVEL WALLET WITH WIRELESS CHARGING
Ultimate travel wallet with RFID protection keeps all your travel documents such as pass-
port, tickets and money safe. Includes 4000 mAh wireless powerbank with integrated micro, 
lightening and type-c cable. Input: 5.0V/1.0A. Output: 5.0V/2.1A. Wireless Output: 5W.
2 x 13,5 x 22,5 cm

WOW1075
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PHONE CASE WITH SIGNAL BLOCKING
Blocks all cellular, WiFi And Bluetooth® signals, including incoming phone calls, text 
messages and notifications while sealed inside the case. Fits most smartphones up 
to size 18x9cm. Fits up to 4 phones.
0,2 x 5,4 x 8,6 cm

WOW1076

RFID SIGNAL BLOCKING CASE
PU Leather. It blocks signals: BT, WiFi, NFC, GSM, GPS, LTERFID protection. Velcro closing.
11 x 18 cm

WOW1077

WOW1077-01 WOW1077-07 WOW1077-13 WOW1077-19

WOW1077-02 WOW1077-08 WOW1077-14 WOW1077-20

WOW1077-03 WOW1077-09 WOW1077-15 WOW1077-21

WOW1077-04 WOW1077-10 WOW1077-16 WOW1077-22

WOW1077-05

WOW1077-06

WOW1077-11

WOW1077-12

WOW1077-17

WOW1077-18

WOW1077-23

Available colors:

ANTI-SKIMMING RFID SHIELD CARD
Make any wallet, purse or money clip RFID & skim safe. This card draws energy from NFC/
RFID scanners to power up and instantly creates an electronic field making all 13.56 Mhz 
cards invisible to the scanner.
0,2 x 5,4 x 8,6 cm

WOW1078
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WOW1079-01

WOW1079-02

Available colors:

LIVION WATERPROOF MOBILE CASE
Waterproof, touch screen mobile phone case with built-in bluetooth speaker and neckstrap.
128×220 mm

WOW1080

PHONE CASE SUNBURY
Waterproof phone case with loop and panic lock. Ideal for any holiday!
22 × 10,9 × 0,8 cm

WOW1081

POWER BANK 2200 MAH, ANTI STRESS
Power bank 2200 mAh with anti stress part (8,5 cm), input 5V/1000 mA (micro USB), output 
5V/1000 mA (USB), Including micro USB cable.
Ø 3,7 x 9,9 cm

WOW1079
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POWER BANK 
Business card pocket. Power Bank class A 5000 mAh. Charge level indicator.
Snap closure. Paper box included.
8,5 x 12,5 cm

WOW1082

WIRELESS POWER BANK 4000 MAH, NOTEBOOK A5
Conference folder, wireless power bank 4000 mAh, notebook A5 (64 lined sheets), micro 
USB input, 1 LED, backlit surface after engraving, cable included. Backlight intensity
depends on the location and size of the logo.
18 x 22,5 x 2,5 cm

WOW1082

8.000 MAH SOLAR POWERBANK
Modern electric corkscrew with innovative 3.6V lithium battery. With built-in blue 
light. Opens your wine bottle with ease in 8 seconds. Including micro USB cable to 
charge the device. Packed in a giftbox.
2,5 x 8,2 x 15,5 cm

WOW1084

WIRELESS POWER BANK 2500 MAH
Wireless power bank 2500 mAh, micro USB input, USB output, cable included.
6,2 x 12,3,8 cm

WOW1083
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MICRO USB WIRELESS CHARGING RECEIVER
An adapter with a micro USB connector is an accessory that will allow wireless charging of 
mobile devices not equipped with this function. Technical specifications: input 5V, output 1A.
100 x 46 mm

WOW1087

NOTEBOOK A5, WIRELESS CHARGER
Notebook A5 (80 lined sheets), wireless charger, works with mobile phones with inductive 
charging function.
14,5 x 21,5 x 1,8 cm

WOW1086

WOW1085-01

WOW1085-02

WOW1085-03

WOW1085-04

Available colors:

POWER BANK 2200 MAH, ANTI STRESS
Power bank 2200 mAh with anti stress part (8,5 cm), input 
5V/1000 mA (micro USB), output 5V/1000 mA (USB), Including 
micro USB cable
5,2x3,1x1,1 cm

WOW1085
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WIRELESS CHARGING PHONE ADAPTOR
Wireless charging phone adapter (02-compatible with iOS, 03-compatible with 
Android), input 5V, output 1A.
8,3 x 4,8 cm

WOW1088

GIANICO
Menu Power Bank 10000 mAh. 4 USB Outputs. 2 cables included.
15,5 x 7,5 x 27,5 cm

WOW1089

GRUNDTALPENSÉE
Charger 6800 mAH with 4 USB ports. 1 cable included. 
15,5 x 7,8 x 12,7 cm

Charger wireless. 3 USB Outputs and 1 Type C Output. 
10000 mA. Cable Included.
22 x 7,2 x 15 cm

WOW1091WOW1090
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COLOR CLICK&GO USB CABLE, MIX
USB cable data transfer keyring. Uniquely designed keyring with USB data transfer cable 
(containing standard USB, micro USB, USB type C). To unlock the cable set same collours in 
one line similar as it is in Rubik’s cube. To lock the cable- mix collours in one line. 
130 x 20 x 20 mm

WOW1092

ELECTRON CARD READER
Card Reader, USB 2.0. Smart Card.
65×15×82 mm

WOW1093

SECURE MEMORY CARD READER  
USB 2.0 memory card reader. Supported card types: MS, m², SD, miniSD, Smart Card, SIM, 
microSD.
81×13×31 mm

WOW1094
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HADES MEMORY CARD READER
Memory card reader with USB connection. Supported cards: m², MS DUO, 
MS PRO DUO, MS, MS PRO, Micro SD, Mini SD, RS MMC, SD, MMC.
65×10×20 mm

WOW1096

USAK CARD READER
Memory card reader with USB connection and writing surface, including marker. Supported 
cards: SD, MicroSD, MMC, XD, MS
130×30×75 mm

WOW1095

WOW1096-01

WOW1096-02

WOW1096-03

WOW1096-04

Available colors:

POWER BANK 
5 pockets for credit cards. Adapter Type C. Pocket for SD card. Phone pocket. Business card 
pocket. Panel with LED illuminated logo during charging. Power Bank class A 4000 mAh. 
Pen loop. Universal cable: micro USB and iPhone Charge level indicator. Magnet closure.
2,5 x 20,5 cm

WOW1097

SPEAKER WITH BLUETOOTH® 

With mobile phone holder. Also suitable for hands-free use. Rechargeable with 2 in 1 cable 
with jack plug to connect smart phones and MP3 players.
173 x 100 x 74.5 mm

WOW1098
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VAROX BLUETOOTH SPEAKER SUNGLASSESKARLON DANCING BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Sunglasses with bluetooth speaker, 1W power and UV400 protection.
170×52×70 mm

Man-shaped, dancing bluetooth speaker in plastic housing with hands-free call function 
and built-in rechargeable battery. Including USB charger cable.
85×105×37 mm

WOW1101WOW1100

PAUSE YOUR PHONE-SAFE
Phones are addictive and our impulse to constantly check and use our phones has 
seeped into all aspects of our lives. With this revolutionary phone vault you can 
enjoy meals and have effective meetings without this distraction.
17,5 x 12,8 x 6,4cm

WOW1099
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STAINLESS STEEL 2-IN-1 WATER BOTTLE
Thermos flask and speaker in one. Double-walled stainless steel thermos flask for keeping 
drinks warm or cool for a long time. With beautiful matt black finish and screw lid.
The removeable bluetooth (version 4.2) speaker on the bottom is compatible with the most 
common smartphones and tablets. Range up to 10 meters. Ideal during your workout.
Power 3W. Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz.
With built-in 300mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening pleasure. Bottle contents 350 ml.
Diameter: 6.70 cm. Length: 26.20 cm. Weight: 365.00 g.

Available colors:

BLUE 
WOW1103-01

YELLOW 
WOW1103-04

RED 
WOW1103-07

GREY 
WOW1103-02

ORANGE 
WOW1103-05

WHITE 
WOW1103-08

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1103-03

PINK 
WOW1103-06

LIME 
WOW1103-09

TRITAN 2-IN-1 WATER BOTTLE SPEAKER
Water bottle and speaker in one. Water bottle made of BPA-free Eastman Tritan™. With screw 
lid. The removeable bluetooth (version 4.2) speaker on the bottom is compatible with the most 
common
smartphones and tablets. Range up to 10 meters. Ideal during your workout. Power 3W. Fre-
quency: 20HZ-20KHz. With built-in 300mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening pleasure. Bottle 
contents 500 ml.
Diameter: 6.70 cm. Length: 26.20 cm. Weight: 236.00 g.

Available colors:

LIME 
WOW1102-01

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1102-04

PINK 
WOW1102-07

BLUE 
WOW1102-02

YELLOW 
WOW1102-05

RED 
WOW1102-08

GREY 
WOW1102-03

ORANGE 
WOW1102-06

WHITE 
WOW1102-09

WOW1103WOW1102
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REMLUX CAR DASHCAM ROXMAN CAMERA DRONE
Multilingual car dashcam with 720p resolution, 2,4” LCD screen, motion detection and micro 
SD card slot. Including USB car charger and suction cup mount.
 142×142×70 mm

Quadrocopter drone with video camera, WiFi and built-in rechargeable battery. With remote 
controller including mobile holder. Remote operates with 3 AAA batteries, without battery.
70×25×75 mm

WOW1105WOW1104

DARREN ACTION CAMERA
Multilingual sport camera with wifi connection, 1080p resolution and rechargable batteries. 
USB charge cable included.

WOW1106
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DIGITAL CAR CAMERA GOT IT
Universal mobile stand with adjustable clamp, flexible arm and plastic clip.
7,2 x 6,6 x 3,2 cm

WOW1107

CAR BLUETOOTH SPEAKER MUSH
Plays MP3s, with hands-free function, max. range: approx. 10 m, colorfully illuminated control 
keys, powerful battery, capacity: 600 mAh, runtime: approx. 3 - 4 h, charging time: approx. 
1 h, on / off switch at base, rubberized bottom with screw thread for suction cups (incl.) to 
attach to smooth surfaces, fancy metal casing.

WOW1108
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BLUETOOTH SPEAKER MICROPHONE IN RETRO STYLE
Bluetooth speaker MICROPHONE in retro style: music output 3 watt, with Bluetooth version 
3.0, approx. Bluetooth MP3 player, tablet, etc., charging cable with USB connector included, 
integrated speakerphone, rechargeable battery with 600 mAh capacity.
18 x Ø 9,2 cm

WOW1109

COB 360 LIGHT WITH MOTION SENSOR
Ultra bright COB light with magnetic base element made out of ABS. The light has a motion 
sensor that will detect movement and light up when the movement is detected in a dark
environment. The light can be turned in any direction to light up exactly where you need it. 
6,8 x 7,6 x 7,6 cm

WOW1110
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ELECTRIC WINE OPENER-USB RECHARGEABLE
Modern electric corkscrew with innovative 3.6V lithium battery. With built-in blue 
light. Opens your wine bottle with ease in 8 seconds. Including micro USB cable to 
charge the device. Packed in a giftbox.
20,2 x Ø 5cm

WOW1111

NATURE BIO BOTTLES 95% SUGAR 
During its production, Green Polyethylene captures and repairs CO2 from the atmosphere, 
significantly reducing greenhouse effect. This Nature Bio bottles also contain the biode-
gradable agent Eco–Pure® which allows the plastic bottle to biodegrade much faster once 
discarded in the compost.

WOW1112
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BLANYS HOLDERBLETIX HOLDER
Silicon high-heeled shoes shaped holder.
4,6 x 5 x 7 cm   

Plastic mobile holder with hands shaped finish.
95×45×115 mm

WOW1114WOW1113

WOW1113-01 WOW1114-01

WOW1113-02 WOW1114-02

WOW1113-03 WOW1114-03

WOW1113-04 WOW1114-04

Available colors: Available colors:

LUXURY 3-IN-1 CABLE
Modern 3 in 1 cable with type C and double-sided connector for IOS and Android devices 
that require micro USB. TPU material cable with aluminium connectors and aluminium#
protective case. With keychain ring. Suitable for charging and syncing. Length 15 cm.
1,3 x 1,7 x 17,5 cm

WOW1115
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LANYARD WITH DATA CABLE RENO
Plastic lanyard with universal charging cable (for Android and Ios) and small snap hook

WOW1116-04

WOW1116-03

WOW1116-02

WOW1116-01

WOW1116

3-IN-1 BRAIDED CABLE 
Luxury braided 3 in 1 cable with type C and double-sided connector for iOS and Android 
devices that require micro USB. Braided nylon material cable with connectors made out of 
durable aluminium. Suitable for charging. Length 120 cm.

WOW1117

INSULATED BOX COOL MUSIC WITH RADIO 3 IN 1 CHARGING CABLE REFLECTS-ABILENE 
Insulated box COOL MUSIC with radio, headphone attachment, reception adaptor and han-
dle, approx. 4 litres capacity.
30 x 24 x 22 cm

A multi charging cable with a 5-pin connection for Apple® devices, micro USB and USB-C 
port. The cut-out in the area of your slogan or logo refined by laser printing is backlit in red, 
blue or white depending on the model.

WOW1119WOW1118

WOW1119-01

WOW1119-02

WOW1119-03

Available colors:
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LASER POINTER PLYMOUTH
3in1 laser pointer. Metal pen with touch screen function, LED light and laser pointer.
12,1 × ø 1 cm

WOW1120

LAPOINT METAL BALL PEN WITH LED LIGHT AND LASER 
Multifunctional metal ball pen with blue refill in metal box. White LED light, red laser pointer 
and “touch pen” function.
7,9 x 1,8 x 3,8 cm

WOW1121
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WOW1123-01 WOW1123-02

WOW1123-03 WOW1123-04

WOW1122-01

WOW1122-02

WOW1122-03

Available colors:

BLUETOOTH FINDER
Bluetooth finder. It can be used also as remote control. 
5,2x3,1x1,1 cm

WOW1122

SOUNDFLAME
Outdoor 4.2 Bluetooth speaker with flame effect LED lamp and garden stand .USB 
charging cable and rechargeable 1200 mAh battery included. Output data 3Ohm, 
5W.
Ø 10,5 x 21,5 cm

WOW1124

WIRELESS KEY FINDER, PADLOCK
Wireless key finder BT 4.0 with camera remote trigger for selfie, GPS, voice recording, 
microphone and saving current location function.
2,9 x 6 x 1 cm

WOW1123
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SMITH CAMERA SUNGLASSES
Plastic sunglasses with built-in 720P camera and UV 400 protection. In carry case 
with USB charger cable.
185×75×85 mm

WOW1128

ALCOHOL BREATH TESTER
Alcohol breath tester batteries not supplied. 
10,3x4,4x1,8 cm

WOW1127

MAGNETTO TOOLSET, BLACK
Tool set in a case with magnet closing. It consists of : handle with rattle mechanism, spirit 
level with fixing hole for bits, penknife, 3 Hex keys and 14 bits.
160 x 120 x 28 mm

WOW1125

SHOWER SAND TIMER
Plastic shower five minute sand timer with suction cap on the back.
9,9 × 12,7 × 3,7 cm

WOW1126
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MULTI CARD READER 35IN1
Multi card reader 35IN1 in an aluminium case, USB 2.0, reads CF, MS, Smart Media, SD, MMC, 
and XD, includes connection cable (50cm)
 7,2 x 4,9 x 1,6 cm

WOW1130

BALLPEN CLIC CLAC-MALDON 
This ball pen has got its cap firmly on the leash. You can attach it to the notebook. With 
input pen for Smartphone and Tablet computer.
147 x 11 x 10 mm

WOW1129

...there are more gadgets in the world than people? First, it 
was mobile phones. 2014 was the year when there were
officially more mobile devices than people in the world. Three 
years later, Internet of Things (IoT) devices had outnumbered 
the world’s population as well. According to analyst firm
Gartner, the crossover point came when the number of IoT 
devices in the world reached 8.4 billion in 2017.
Gartner predicts there will be more than 20 billion devices 
connected to the IoT by 2020.

DID YOU KNOW 
THAT…?
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URBAN CHIC

Urban style became nowadays “must have” both for 
young students & professionals and fashionable people. 
You can find it expressed by your customers or employees at 
street shows & happenings, music or food festivals.

But they wear it also daily at school, on their commute to job 
or in their spare time.
Whereas is a fancy backpack (like Bobby - the anti-theft back-
pack) or an originally shaped or illuminated umbrella. Or fancy 
speakers. Or hats with chargeable headlamps.

Make your brand memorable through these urban 
chic ambassadors.

They are or will become your customers, your product 
users. It’s time to become urban chic like them!
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BOBBY COMPACT ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK
Every day 400.000 pick pocket incidents occur worldwide. Never worry about this happening to you with this 
Bobby anti-theft backpack! It’s made out of high quality polyester and has reflective prints for your night safety. 
On the outside it has many hidden pockets for easy commuting. While on the inside there are padded compart-
ments for a 14” laptop, tablet up to 9” and all your other belongings.

Available colors:

BLUE 
WOW1131-01

GREEN 
WOW1131-02

PINK 
WOW1131-03

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1131-04

YELLOW 
WOW1131-05

CATHY PROTECTION BACKPACK
Cathy, from the designers of the Bobby Anti-theft Backpack, not only protects your belongings, 
but also protects you. Pressing the first button on the shoulder strap twice, triggers a loud 
alarm, scaring away the aggressor. Pressing the second alarm button twice the Cathy will send 
a silent alarm through the Cathy APP on your connected phone. Up to 3 people (preset in your 
app) will receive your SOS and exact location. 

Black/grey WOW1132-01

Blue/grey WOW1132-02

WOW1132WOW1131
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15” LAPTOP BACKPACK, RFID PROTECTION
Backpack with padded 15” laptop compartment and RFID protection, USB connection
(power-bank not included), padded back and shoulder straps.

WOW1133

HALTON BACKPACK
Backpack with bulit-in direction indicator light (USB rechargable), padded laptop compart-
ment, padded back and shoulder straps.

WOW1134

ECLIPSE SOLAR BACKPACK
15.6” laptop backpack including 3rd generation highly sensitive and enhanced solar 
panel from #1 solar brand SunPower. The solar panel power is 7W and can charge 
an iPhone in 3-4 hours.  

WOW1135
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BACKPACK FRESH
Sporty, light-weight backpack with front zipper pocket; zipper main compartment; padded back and shoulder straps; 
carrying handle.
material: Polyester
40 x 22 cm

Available colors:

GREY/ORANGE 
WOW1136-01

APPLEGREEN
WOW1136-03

NAVY/RED
WOW1136-02

CYAN/ROYALBLUE 
WOW1136-04

BOBBY ELLE ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK
The Bobby Elle is not just a fashionable backpack; it also protects you from getting pickpocketed. 
With hidden zippers there is no way of getting into the backpack while carrying it. However stra-
tegically placed hidden pockets on the back of the backpack will give you as user easy access to 
smaller items when needed. The front of the backpack is protected with a PP board inside which 
will prevent thieves from cutting through the backpack and reflective strips on the front will en-
sure your night safety.

Available colors:

ANTHRACITE 
WOW1137-01

BROWN 
WOW1137-02

GREY 
WOW1137-03

BLUE 
WOW1137-04

PINK 
WOW1137-05

BLACK 
WOW1137-06

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1137-07

WOW1136 WOW1137
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MULTI BAG STEP
Practical, elegant shopper; main compartment with zipper and pull cord; inside compartment; 2-way zipper front 
pocket; backpack function with length-adjustable shoulder straps; front reflector stripes; side net compartments; 
detachable, length-adjustable shoulder strap
material:Polyester
48,5 x 29,5 x 15 cm

BLACK 
WOW1138-01

GREEN 
WOW1138-02

RED 
WOW1138-04

NAVY 
WOW1138-03

BLUE
WOW2567-1

BOBBY URBAN LITE ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK
The backpack can be completely closed by rolling up the main compartment and locking it with the steel
reinforced combination lock. This function can also be used to lock the bag around a fixed object. There are 
hidden pockets on the backside and in the shoulder strap for cards, with RFID protection. The bag comes with 
a side water bottle pocket and detachable elastic net for your sports equipment. While on the inside there are 
padded compartments for a 15.6” laptop.

Available colors:

BLACK 
WOW1139-01

GREY
WOW1139-02

NAVY 
WOW1139-03

WOW1139

WOW1138
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BACKPACK COMMUNITY
Straight-line, classically elegant backpack; main compartment with 2-way zipper; notebook 
compartment; inner zipped compartment; flat front pocket with magnetic closure; handles; 
reinforced bottom; padded, length-adjustable shoulder straps

WOW1140

BOBBY URBAN ANTI-THEFT CUT-PROOF 
The Bobby Urban anti-theft cut-proof backpack is your safest travel companion yet. It’s 
made of high quality anti-cut fabric and the main compartment can be completely locked 
with the steel reinforced combination lock.

WOW1141

PARTY SPEAKER BACKPACK
Trendy 15” laptop backpack with removable waterproof IPX5 wireless speaker with colour 
changing LED. Connect your powerbank easily to the integrated USB charging port and 
charge your phone or tablet on the go.

WOW1142
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KENNY DRAWSTRING BAG 
Drawstring backpack with coloured zip and shoulder strap.
Material: 15% Cotton/ 85% Polyester

WOW1144

HAT WITH CHARGEABLE HEADLAMP
Head with chargeable headlamp, in acrylic, double layer, with four led COB lights, three level 
of brightness, 200 mAh, rechargeable lithium battery by USB port, charging power 0,5W, 
charging voltage 5V, power rating 1W. One size.

WOW1143

CATHY PROTECTION CHARM
Turn your own fashion bag into your personal bodyguard with the Cathy Charm. Using the 
same alarm functions as the backpack. Pressing the first button twice, triggers a loud alarm, 
scaring away the aggressor.

WOW1145
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FALCONE RAINDOME UMBRELLA PVC
Falcone raindome umbrella, white transparent PVC, 14 mm matching colour aluminium 
shaft and matching colour rubber finished handle and piping.

AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA
Automatic umbrella, 8 panels, metal shaft, fibreglass ribs, 
plastic handle, white figures change colour when material gets 
wet.

WOW1147

GOLF UMBRELLA REFLECTIVE
Golf umbrella REFLECTIVE: with reflective cover for good visibility, metal shaft, fibreglass ribs 
with metal tips, rubber-coated plastic handle, polyester canopy, closure with Velcro.

WOW1148

WOW1146
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UMBRELLA HEART SHAPED
Umbrella, heart shaped, windproof, aluminium shaft, fiberglass frame, matching
colour rubber finished handle.

Available colors:

ORANGE 
WOW1149-01

BLUE 
WOW1149-05

RED 
WOW1149-02

WHITE 
WOW1149-06

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1149-03

DARK BLUE 
WOW1149-04

BLACK 
WOW1149-07

YELLOW 
WOW1149-08

LIGHTBRELLA
23 inch manual open umbrella in 190T pongee with aluminium shaft and fibre glass ribs with black tips.
Manual closure. With an LED light on the top (2 modes) with a torch in the bottom of the handle.

Available colors:

BLACK 
WOW1150-01

BROWN 
WOW1150-03

GREY 
WOW1150-02

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1150-04

WOW1149 WOW1150
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ALL SQUARE COMPLETELY SQUARE UMBRELLA
All Square® completely square umbrella, windproof, black fiberglass frame, square aluninium shaft,
square rubber-finished handle, square tips and easy opening system.

Available colors:

YELLOW 
WOW1152-01

PURPLE 
WOW1152-04

BLACK 
WOW1152-07

PINK 
WOW1152-02

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1152-05

WHITE 
WOW1152-08

RED 
WOW1152-03

BLUE 
WOW1152-06

GREEN 
WOW1152-09

UMBRELLA CROPLA
The manual CROPLA folded umbrella is a very impressive 
gadget. It has a printing which changes colour when exposed 
to water designed by Blue Collection graphic designers. The 
umbrella has a metal frame made of 190T pongee polyester.

WOW1151

WOW1152
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MANUAL UMBRELLA

Available colors:

RED 
WOW1153-01

BLUE 
WOW1153-04

WHITE 
WOW1153-02

YELLOW 
WOW1153-05

BLACK 
WOW1153-03

Manual umbrella, 10 panels, manual opening and closing system, special C shape handle for smartphone users.

FALCONE TWIN UMBRELLA
Twin umbrella, black fiberglass shaft, black fiberglass ribs, black rubber-finished handle.

Available colors:

RED 
WOW1154-01

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1154-04

BROWN 
WOW1154-02

WHITE 
WOW1154-05

BLACK 
WOW1154-07

DARK BLUE 
WOW1154-03

GREY 
WOW1154-06

WOW1153 WOW1154
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FALCONETTI TULIP UMBRELLA, AUTOMATIC
Falconetti umbrella, with registered model tulip handle, automatic, black shaft and frame, matching colour
rubber-finished tulip handle.

Available colors:

PINK 
WOW1155-01

BLUE 
WOW1155-04

PURPLE 
WOW1155-02

BLACK 
WOW1155-05

RED 
WOW1155-03

DANDY
The DANDY cap represents the cutting edge of the IVY style 
with its different fabric versions: polyester, wool, tweed and 
herringbone.

WOW1156

WOW1155
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EVENT BAG EASY
Large main compartment with decorative handle and Velcro closure; suitable for A4 documents and catalogues; 
adjustable shoulder strap
material: Polyester
33 x:25 cm

Available colors:

BLACK 
WOW1158-01

YELLOW 
WOW1158-05

ORANGE 
WOW1158-02

NAVY 
WOW1158-06

WHITE 
WOW1158-03

APPLE GREN 
WOW1158-04

RED 
WOW1158-07

TEAL 
WOW1158-08

EVENT BAG BASIC
Zipper main compartment suitable for A4 documents and catalogues; flat pocket on the back; adjustable shoulder 
strap; extra large zipper.
material: Polyester
33 x 25 cm

Available colors:

BLACK 
WOW1157-01

NAVY 
WOW1157-05

YELLOW 
WOW1157-09

ORANGE 
WOW1157-02

WHITE 
WOW1157-06

VIOLET
WOW1157-10

GREEN 
WOW1157-03

APPLE GREEN 
WOW1157-04

ANTHRACITE 
WOW1157-07

FUCHSIA 
WOW1157-08

RED 
WOW1157-11

TEAL 
WOW1157-12

WOW1157 WOW1158
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FUNLIGHT GLOW STICK
Plastic glow stick, with coloured LED lights, produces 7 alternating patterns. 
Diameter: 1.70 cm. Length: 20.50 cm. Weight 28 g

WOW1159

GLOWBRACELET
Flexible and transparent plastic bracelet with easy closure and LED light with two modes: 
flashing or continuous light. The transparent bracelet will also shine when the light is on..  

WOW1161

BLUETOOTH SPEAKER BOOM SKULL
Bluetooth 3.0, approx. 10 m range, TF card reader, with FM radio function, music playback via 
USB stick possible, integrated rechargeable battery with 1.200 mAh, 2 red LED as eyeslaser.

WOW1160
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WOW OFFICE STYLE

Your office gifts & promotional items need a new WOW style.
Leave your mark on office stationaries, book notes. Pens with 
invisible ink, with fragrance sent, with velvet touch or with fun 
or original look.

Power bank organizers or magnifying glass, clip holders, rulers 
or flexible ballpoints. Anything can have a wow shape.

It’s time to change the look & style on office stationaries and 
items, to make them memorable gifts for your partners and 
employees.

WOW your partners office style!
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A5 NOTEBOOK & LED BOOKMARK
Ruled A5 hardcover standard notebook with LED light bookmark. 160 pages of 70g/m2 
inside. Cream colored pages.
1,2 x 14,4 x 21 cm

WOW1162

WOW1162-01

WOW1162-03

WOW1162-02

WOW1162-04

Available colors:

NOTEBOOK BELLIS A5 PORTFOLIO POWER BANK AND INDUCTIVE CHARGER
BELLIS notebook comes in 4 beautiful colors. The spine is edged with colorful threads so 
that this classic notebook offers exceptionally original look. The housing is made of two 
different materials combined with colorful stitching.
156 x 209 x 20 mm

Inside, there is a notebook, bookmarks for business cards, a place for a pen, and an 
innovative 5000 mAh power bank enabling wireless charging of the phone. There is a 
special place for the phone on the cover of the portfolio.
192 x 243 x 30 mm

WOW1163 WOW1164

WOW1163-01

WOW1163-03

WOW1163-02

WOW1163-04

Available colors:
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BLOC-NOTE DIN A5 POWERB.SI LED
Bloc-notes DIN A5 cu Powerbank integrat de 4000 mAh, cu loc pentru pixuri, suport pentru 
telefon mobil și cablu de încărcare USB. Închizătorul magnetic cauciucat include LED-uri, 
astfel încât personalizarea va fi luminată.
16,3 × 3 × 22,5 cm

WOW1165

SÖDERHAMN EVIJÄRVI
Documents holder with tablet and smart phone support. With striped notebook and calen-
dar on every page. Pen holder and pockets for cards and documents. Magnetic closure.
31 x 23,5 x 1 cm

Power Bank USB Notepad. Wireless. 4000 mAh. Micro USB Input.
20 Sheets Notepad. USB Memory 16GB Included. Cable Included.
23 x 31 x 1,5 cm

WOW1166 WOW1167

WOW1166-01

WOW1166-02

Available colors:
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POWER BANK ORGANIZER
3 credit card pockets. Phone pocket. External pocket. Powerbank A class 5000 mAh. Tablet 
stand. Pen loop. Magnet closure. Includes a replaceable notepad. Wireless charging.
18 x 22,5 cm

WOW1168

PORTFOLIO CARLIS A5
The outer cover of the CARLIS folder is made of linen and provides two pockets for your 
phone and USB memory. Inside, you will find an exchangeable A5 notebook (50 lined 
sheets), large zipped pocket, pen holder and four small pockets.
175 x 223 x 25 mm.

WOW1170

A5 NOTEBOOK WITH STYLUS PEN
The perfect combo: A5 PU notebook with pen sleeve and a metal stylus pen. Packed in 
giftbox. 160 pages of 80g/m2
16 x 20,3 x 1,6 cm

WOW1169

WOW1169-01

WOW1169-03

WOW1169-02

WOW1169-04

Available colors:
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DIARY WITH ORGANIZER
2 pockets, 80 lined sheets. Zippered pocket. Pen loop.
14,5 x 21 cm

WOW1172

WOW1172-01

WOW1172-02

WOW1172-03

Available colors:

KOMOD NOTEBOOK
Spiral notebook with 70 sheets and inflatable PVC front cover.

WOW1173

WOW1173-01

WOW1173-02

WOW1173-03

Available colors:

TABLET CASE WITH POWER BANK TYRONE
On the front, it has three pockets for storing your frequently 
used items: phone, pen, and business cards. Inside, there are 
numerous compartments, pockets and holders to ensure 
excellent organisation, plus an A5 lined notebook.

WOW1171
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CHITTORGARH
Sequin block notes.
14,5 x 21,5 x 2 cm

WOW1174

WOW1174-01

WOW1174-02

WOW1174-03

WOW1174-04

Available colors:

NOTEBOOK
Notebook A5 notebook (150 pages), soft cover, pen loop and borderline colored pages.
21 × 15,4 × 1,4 cm

WOW1176

CREDIT AND BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
Holds 10 business cards or 5 credit cards, RFID protection
Materials: Aluminum
Size: 9,7 x 6 cm Weight: 0.034 kg

WOW1175

WOW1175-01

WOW1175-02

WOW1175-03

Available colors:
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2IN1 BAG - LAPTOP BACKPACK
6 zippered pockets. Retractable handles. Retractable braces.Document pocket. 17 “laptop 
pocket. Arm belt.
46 x 35 x 12 cm

WOW1177

LAPTOP BAG FERROL
Gray laptop bag with bright colored accents, spacious interior compartment, and front 
compartment,
38 × 31,5 × 5 cm

WOW1178

WOW1178-01

WOW1178-02

WOW1178-03

WOW1178-04

WOW1178-05

Available colors:

NOTEBOOK BAG FASHION
Modern notebook bag; padded main compartment with 2 padded inside compartments 
and 2-way zipper; flap with decorative side-release buckle and rear-side zipper
compartment; 2 front zipper pockets; large zipper compartment on the rear side;
attachment loop for trolley frame;

WOW1179
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SPACE PEN
SPACE is a writing tool designed for the space. Entirely made of magnesium, an 
ultralight material with high mechanical performance, SPACE has been donated 
to the crew of the International Space Station (ISS) during the last V.I.T.A. mission, 
could use it in a microgravity condition, where the normal pens could not work.

WOW1180

AERO PEN
Design meets technology, tradition and innovation to give birth to PININFARINA 
AERO. The futuristic body made of exclusive aerospace materials and forged ac-
cording to the principle of torsion, moulds matter evoking the infinity symbol. In a 
contrast to it, a rough base in unrefined concrete.

WOW1181

Orange
WOW1181-01

Blue
WOW1181-02

Red
WOW1181-03

Titanium
WOW1181-04

WOW1180-01

WOW1180-02
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CAMBIANO CLASSIC PEN
A new way of interpreting luxury, represented by a precious item with a strong 
stylistic identity: from the union with the Pininfarina design house, the top model 
of the range, PININFARINA CAMBIANO, is born.

WOW1182

BUDWAY
Silver/ black plastic pen budway with opener for bottles.

WOW1183

PEN HOLDER GIBBET WITH MAGNETIC BALLPOINT PEN
Pen holder GIBBET with magnetic ballpoint pen (black ink), fastens itself on the bamboo 
gibbet.
10 x 8 x 16 cm.

WOW1184
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PURA PEN
Non toxic ABS solid shiny barrel and non toxic Terlux transparent shiny clip Chromed metal pusher Jumbo Refill 
- 2 Km Writing - 1 mm ø ball Non toxic

GREEN 
WOW1185-01

RED 
WOW1185-02

BROWN 
WOW1185-03

YELLOW 
WOW1185-06

ORANGE 
WOW1185-05

BLACK 
WOW1185-04

BLUE 
WOW1185-07

COLOR FLOCK PEN

GREEN 
WOW1186

WOW1185

WOW1186-01

WOW1186-20

WOW1186-21

WOW1186-40

WOW1186-41

WOW1186-51

WOW1186-02

WOW1186-19

WOW1186-22

WOW1186-39

WOW1186-42

WOW1186-52

WOW1186-03

WOW1186-18

WOW1186-23

WOW1186-38

WOW1186-43

WOW1186-53

WOW1186-04

WOW1186-17

WOW1186-24

WOW1186-37

WOW1186-44

WOW1186-54

WOW1186-05

WOW1186-16

WOW1186-25

WOW1186-36

WOW1186-45

WOW1186-06

WOW1186-15

WOW1186-26

WOW1186-35

WOW1186-46

WOW1186-07

WOW1186-14

WOW1186-27

WOW1186-34

WOW1186-47

WOW1186-08

WOW1186-13

WOW1186-28

WOW1186-33

WOW1186-48

WOW1186-09

WOW1186-12

WOW1186-29

WOW1186-32

WOW1186-49

WOW1186-10

WOW1186-11

WOW1186-30

WOW1186-31

WOW1186-50
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E-FIFTY SOLID

E-FORTY SOLID

WOW1188

WOW1187

E-VENTI SOLID

E-FIFTY XL SOLID

WOW1189

WOW1190
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WOW1191-01 WOW1191-02 WOW1191-03 WOW1191-04 WOW1191-05

WOW1191

HUMPPILA
Plastic ballpoint pen.
14,2 cm

BALL PEN WITH 2 IN 1 CABLE
In metal material with soft touch rubber coating. Customization by laser engraving 
only. Cable with micro USB and lightning connector.

WOW1192-01 WOW1192-02 WOW1192-03 WOW1192-04 WOW1192-05

WOW1192

PIX KING DIN METAL
Fă-ţi clientul un rege cu acest pix regal: cu coroană şi un cristal Swarowski adevărat pe capăt. 
Personalizarea vă recomandăm prin gravura laser.
14,4 × ø 0,8 cm

WOW1194-01 WOW1194-02 WOW1194-03 WOW1194-04 WOW1194-05 WOW1194-06

WOW1194WOW1193

BALL PEN WITH 2 IN 1 CABLE
Multifuncion pen rotation-lock, with touch screen, ruler with centimetre and inch scales, 
level and screwdriver.
15 cm

WOW1193-01 WOW1193-02 WOW1193-03
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TOUCH SCREEN POINTER
Touch screen pointer with chain, ruler with centimetre and inch scales, level, screwdriver and 
tyre pressure measurer. It is not a ball pen.
15,3 cm

WOW1195

8 IN 1 MULTIFUNCTION PEN YORKPLASTIC BALL PEN PRESCOT
8in1 multifunction silver tool with ball pen, screwdriver, replaceable pen refill, spirit level, 
centimeter and inch ruler, mobile phone holder, touch screen function and hammer.
16 × Ø 1,7 cm

Plastic ballpoint pen with ruler and calliper. 
14,7 × 1,2 × 0,9 cm

WOW1197WOW1196
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LODINEX CHRISTMAS BALLPOINT PEN
Plastic ballpoint pen with polyester sequin star on the top. With blue refill.
205 mm.

WOW1198

SMILE PEN
Rubber funny pen with smile face, for funny moments in your office.
ø 5,4 × 18 cm

WOW1199

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

Available colors:

BALL PEN WITH FIDGET SPINNER
Ball pen with fidget spinner rotation-lock.
15,2 cm

WOW1200
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FLEXIROLL FLEXIBLE BALLPOINT PEN
Flexible ballpoint pen, made of special elastic plastic.
ø9×235 mm

WOW1201

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

Available colors:

WOW1202-04 WOW1202-05 WOW1202-06WOW1202-01 WOW1202-02 WOW1202-03

PIX FUN HANDS
Pix flexibil Fun Hands cu mină albastră şi funcţie touchpad pentru smartphone şi 
tablet. Personalizarea vă recomandăm prin tampografie.
17,8 × 3,4 × 1,2 cm

WOW1202

LED LIGHT PEN
Pen with LED light, rotating end and hook.
15 × 3,6 × 1,3 cm

WOW1203
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CRISANT BALLPOINT PEN
Plastic ballpoint pen with flower decoration on top. With blue refill.
ø5×250 mm

WOW1205

XIMOR BALLPOINT PEN 
Plastic ballpoint pen with fruit decoration on top. With black refill.

WOW1204

WOW1204-01

WOW1204-02

WOW1204-03

Available colors:

FOSTER
Boligrafo 10 colors transparent foster.

WOW1206

BALLPEN BARRY
Ballpoint pen with light and spinning function.
8,2 × 1,5 × 1,2

WOW1207
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PLASTIC PEN WITH INVISIBLE INK
Messages can only be read when you shine the built-in UV light onto the text.
Ø 13,4 × 1,7 cm

WOW1209

WOW1209-01

WOW1209-02

WOW1209-03

Available colors:

MONEY CHECKER MARKER
It identifies real and fake money.

WOW2567 WOW2567

WOW1208

BALLPOINT PEN SET VALENTINE
Ballpoint pen set VALENTINE with 2 ballpoint pens, a heart-shaped clip for attaching the 
pens, blue ink.
13,5 cmz

WOW1210
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BOOKMARK WITH MAGNIFYING GLASS, WHITE MAGNIFYING GLASS, WHITE
Plastic bookmark with magnifying glass (3x magnification) and ruler 8 cm,
140 x 37 x 1 mm

Credit card-shaped magnifying glass (3x magnification) made from plastic. Packed in an-
tiscratch PVC case.
93 x 65 x 1 mm

WOW1211 WOW1212

FLEXREADER READING LIGHT  
LED reading light with a flexible plastic holder. Attaches easily to your book or magazine. 
Also handy as a bookmark.
20.50 x 1.30 x 4 cm

WOW1213
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LOUPECOMPACT MAGNIFYING GLASS 
( 30.000 pcs from 21.06.2019 )Compact, retractable magnifying glass with magnification 
factor 30 and a built-in LED light.
5.30 x 3.50 x 2.20 cm 

WOW1214

LOUPELIGHT MAGNIFYING GLASS     
Magnifying glass with magnification factor 5 and a bright, white LED light.
15 x 1 x 6.5 cm

WOW1215
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LOUPE CREDITCARD MAGNI-GLASS 
Handy reading glass in credit card format. Magnifies up to 3 times.
8.5 x 5.5 x 0.1 cm

WOW1216

MAGNIFYING GLASS, WHITE
Classical magnifying glass (3x magnification) made from plastic.
85 x 50 x 1 mm

WOW1217

MAGNIFIER WITH LIGHT REFLECTS-LACHUTE
With money detector and pen.
90 x 35 x 8.5 mm

WOW1218
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MAGNIFIER GLASS
Magnifying glass with two strengths: magnification 2 and 3. With a bright white LED light. 
13.80 x 1.10 x 3.50 cm 

WOW1219

FOLDY MAGNIFYING GLASS
Foldable magnifying glass with magnification factor 8.
4.2 x 4.2 x 3.5 cm

WOW1220
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MAN SHAPED TEXT MARKER
Little man shaped text marker with 4-color marker with polar glass for rear polishing and a 
keyboard-extendable brush.
9,4 × 10,2 × 2 cm

WOW1222

LEO LCD WRITING TABLET
Leo LCD writing tablet. Screen lock LCD writing tablet with stylus. ABS frame and pen. 
14,5 x 22,8 cm

WOW1221

WOW1221-01

WOW1221-03

WOW1221-02

WOW1221-04

WOW1221-05

Available colors:

USB LIGHTER
Plastic lighter, charged through a USB cable, and lights without flame. We will print your 
logo on the lighter,
7,9 × 2,7 × 1,6 cm

WOW1223

USB MONKEY WRENCH
Typology: USB 16Gb - Material: CHROMED METAL
26x84 mm

WOW1224
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CLIP HOLDER REFLECTS-THRISSUR
Clip folder. Stainless steel.
85 x 27 x 18 mm

WOW1225

WATER CALCULATOR
Water powered, 8-digit calculator.

WOW1226

PENCIL WITH ERASER AND SHARPENER PENCIL WITH ERASER REFLECTS-HAMMERT
Mechanical engineers, mechanics, roofers and hobby DIY fans use them: screwdrivers are 
among the commonest tools. Lutz Gathmann converts it into a combined pencil, eraser and 
sharpener.
260 x 24 x 24 mm

Your promotional gift for advertising aimed at a specific target group.
Unique, economical and enduring. The ideal advertising method for hobby
and professional DIY.
176 x 70 x 14.5 mm

WOW1227 WOW1228

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

Available colors:
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RULER (10CM/ 4 INCHES) WITH A LOUPE
Ruler (10cm/ 4 inches) with a loupe in the middle and a small pen integrated in the ruler.
3,4 × 18 × 0,6 cm

WOW1230

RULER CLIC CLAC-MELBOURNE
Ruller 210 x 65 x 22 mm. Aluminium.

WOW1229

SILICONE TRAY REFLECTS-BORLÄNGE
For ice cubes and chocolate. Silicon. White.

WOW1231
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SAVINGS BOX IN GLOBE SHAPE
This rotating globe-shaped savings box makes you dream of your next holiday. We will print 
your logo on a full colour label on the single packaging
16 × ø 10 cm

WOW1232

PERPETUAL CALENDAR “BROKER”
Perpetual perpetual calendar in metallic finish. Your advertising always in sight in a 
calendar that will never be outdated.
14 x 9 x 4 cm

WOW1233

WOW1233-01

WOW1233-02

Available colors:
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ALANIS
Bata mujer ALANIS. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 140 grs/m2 plain fabric.
Left chest pocket. 2 lower pockets. Buttons closure. 40 units per box: 1 size, 1 color. Individual 
bag.

WOW1234

WOW1234-01 WOW1234-02 WOW1234-03 WOW1234-04 WOW1234-05

CRETA
Jacket CRETA. 100% polyester. 250 grs/m2 dual-flock acetate fabric. Brushed inside. Front 
closure with buttons. 2 lower pockets. Elastic cuffs. 20 units per box: 1 size, 1 color. Individual 
bag.

WOW1236

LINK
Shirt LINK. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 190 grs/m2 twill fabric. Left chest pocket. 2 front pock-
ets. Match with PIXEL trousers. 30 units per box: 1 size, 1 color. Individual bag.

WOW1235

WOW1235-01 WOW1236-01WOW1235-05

WOW1235-02 WOW1236-02WOW1235-06

WOW1235-03 WOW1236-03WOW1235-07

WOW1235-04 WOW1235-08

Available colors: Available colors:
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FIT & COOL

It’s time to stay fit & cool.

Give your employees, customers or partners WOW gifts for 
their sport & exercising moments.
They will feel & look both fit & cool and keep a fine memory of 
your brand.

You can give them a cozy T-shirt, an original cap or a heel ac-
tivity light for their jogging time.
A protein shaker or a water bottle with speaker, a hydrate bot-
tle with wireless or a lockable leak proof infuser.
Or lots of sport bags to be used also in travel times.

Make your brand memorable while your customers &
employees feel fit & cool!
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HEEL ACTIVITY LIGHT
Lightweight and easy to snap on around the heel safety light and step counter. The safety 
light comes in three modes. The 2D pedometer will give you an indication of your steps, 
distance, calories to keep track of your activity. 

WOW1237

NAYAN EXERCISE BAND
Coloured latex exercise band for gym.

WOW1238

WOW1238-01 WOW1238-03

WOW1238-02 WOW1238-04

Available colors:

BRAVUX PROTEIN SHAKER
Plastic protein shaker with drinking lid and metal mixing ball.
Content: 700 ml.

WOW1239

WOW1239-01 WOW1239-04

WOW1239-02 WOW1239-05

WOW1239-03

Available colors:
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SPORT BOTTLE INVO 500ML WATER BOTTLE WITH SPEAKER
Tritan water bottle (500 ml) with integrated wireless speaker (90 min. play time) and 
coloured rubber band., ABS, Tritan

When travelling or during training, INVO water bottle is a good 
solution. The water bottle is made of silicon which is flexible 
and allows the corpus of the water bottle to be folded in order 
to minimize its capacity.

WOW1240-01   WOW1240-02

WOW1241-01

WOW1241-02

WOW1241-03

WOW1241-04

Available colors:

WOW1240 WOW1241

HYDRATE BOTTLE WITH WIRELESS 
Leak proof tritan bottle with lock and handle. Including 5000 mAh wireless powerbank 
in base.
Content: 600 ml. 

WOW1242
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PARTY 3-IN-1 VACUUM BOTTLE
Leak proof tritan bottle with lock and handle. Including 5000 mAh wireless powerbank in 
base.
Content: 600 ml. 

WOW1243

ECLIPSE SOLAR BACKPACK
Durable Tritan bottle with 3W wireless speaker and moodlight. Perfect for outdoor and 
sport. Leakproof and easy carrying strap.
Content 650 ml.

WOW1244
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WOW1245

HONEYCOMB LOCKABLE LEAK PROOF INFUSER BOT-
Add some healthy fruit flavours to your water. This design bottle with honeycomb details 
offers convenient single-handed drinking. Push the button and the lid flips open.

WOW1245-01

WOW1245-02

WOW1245-03

Available colors:

SQUARED LOCKABLE LEAK PROOF TRITAN WATER BOT-
This unique shaped water bottle with silicone sleeved body allows convenient single-hand-
ed drinking. Push the button and the lid flips open. There’s a special locking mechanism to 
keep users from accidentally pressing the button.

WOW124-01

WOW124-02

WOW124-03

Available colors:

WOW1246
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HELEN WOMEN’S CAP SLEEVE T-SHIRT LINDSAY WOMEN’S LOOSE FASHION T-SHIRT
Deep round neck with fine self-fabric binding. Batwing sleeves with flatlock seam on ends.
Side seams, flatlock seam on bottom hem. Curved hem longer at the back. Loose fit.
Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

Wide round neck with fine self-fabric binding. Cap sleeves with top stitch details on ends.
Side seams, top stitch details on bottom hem. Curved hem slightly longer at the back.
Medium fit. Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

WOW1248-01WOW1247-01

WOW1248-02WOW1247-02

Available colors:Available colors:

WOW1247 WOW1248

EMILY VISCOSE-COTTON ROLLED UP RAGLAN ALICE WOMEN’S BOATNECK TUNIC T-SHIRT
Wide round neck with self-fabric binding. Cap sleeves. Side seams, double seams on sleeve 
ends and bottom hem.Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

Wide neck with small self-fabric binding, rolled up, fixed raglan sleeves with flatlock stitch
Side seams, double seams on bottom hem. Medium fit. Neutral size label in the neck.
150 g/m², 70% Viscose (from Bamboo Cellulose), 30% Cotton (Organic), combed and
ring-spun (Single Jersey).

WOW1249-01

WOW1249-02

Available colors:

WOW1250-01

WOW1250-03

WOW1250-02

WOW1250-04

Available colors:

WOW1249 WOW1250
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CHLOÉ T-SHIRT ORGANIC COTTON/TENCEL KATE VISCOSE-COTTON FASHION BOXY
Wide neck with fine rib knit collar. Side seams, double seams on sleeve ends and bottom 
hem. Oversized fit with rounded hem. Neutral size label in the neck.
50 g/m², 70% Viscose (from Bamboo Cellulose), 30% Cotton (Organic), combed and
ring-spun (Single Jersey).

Batwing sleeves with double seams on ends. Centre seam on upper part of back.
Long length, loose fit. Easy to relabel. Wide round neck.
120 g/m², 50% lyocell, 50% Cotton (Organic), ringspun and combed.

WOW1252-01WOW1251-01

WOW1251-03

WOW1252-02WOW1251-02

Available colors:Available colors:

WOW1251 WOW1252

RUBY WOMEN’S FASHION T-SHIRT LISA WOMEN’S BATWING T-SHIRT
Wide round neck with fine self-fabric binding. Batwing sleeves with small rib knit cuffs.
Side seams. Wide rib waistband. Medium fit.
Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

Deep round neck with inner self-fabric piping. Small batwing sleeves with double seams on 
ends. Side seams, double seams on bottom hem. Hem longer and curved at the back. Loose 
fit. Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey). 

WOW1254-01WOW1253-01

WOW1254-02WOW1253-02

Available colors:Available colors:

WOW1253 WOW1254
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MOUSE GIRL’S FASHION T-SHIRT FROG KID’S ORGANIC FAVORITE T-SHIRT
Round neck with rib knit collar, neck tape. Side seams, flatlock seam on sleeve ends and 
bottom hem. Medium fit. Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton (Organic), combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

Round neck with rib knit collar. Curled sleeve ends and bottom hem. Side seams. Neutral 
size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton, combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

WOW1256-01WOW1255-01

WOW1256-03WOW1255-03

WOW1256-05

WOW1256-07

WOW1256-02WOW1255-02

WOW1256-04WOW1255-04

WOW1256-06

Available colors:Available colors:

WOW1255 WOW1256

BEN MEN’S SCOOP NECK T-SHIRT
Scoop neck with fine self-fabric binding. Side seams, double seams on sleeve ends and 
bottom hem. Medium fit. Neutral size label in the neck.
155 g/m², 100% Cotton (Organic), combed and ring-spun (Single Jersey).

WOW1257-01

WOW1257-02

Available colors:

WOW1257

NOMAD
Our upgraded legionary model has preferences towards the comfortable baseball shape, 
with a more practical and bigger veil, while the visor has become more elastic and easier to 
form, not forgetting the adjustable back elastic stopper for get that “right“

WOW1258
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ICY WINDSTOPPER
Beanie with cuff with windproof properties thanks to the presence 
of a micro fleece band Windstopper.

WOW1259

WOW1259-03WOW1259-01 WOW1259-02

Available colors:

BUCKET POCKET TECHNO FLAP
Nylon supplex with Teflon® finished waterproof and stainproof external surface and po-
lar-fleece internal lining.Adjustable drawstring with stopper

Nylon fisherman’s hat, reversible with contrasting interior and easily foldable in a comfort-
able pocket.

WOW1260 WOW1261

WOW1260-03WOW1260-01 WOW1260-02

Available colors: WOW1261-01 WOW1261-03

WOW1261-02 WOW1261-04

Available colors:
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PLAYER
The PLAYER cap, made from a breathable and UV resistant 
with PF50+ polyester fabric, is the perfect fitness & sport 
companion.

WOW1262

WOW1262-01

WOW1262-02

WOW1262-03

WOW1262-04

Available colors:

RECYCLED CAP
The classic baseball cap with curved visor and velcro closure enhanced by its eco-sustain-
able fabric, 100% recycled polyester fabric.

WOW1263

WOW1263-01

WOW1263-02

WOW1263-03

WOW1263-04 WOW1263-05

Available colors:
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UNI-CAP PIQUET
It is a cotton fabric weaved so as to have raised ribs, of typically rhomboid design, with a 
quilted effect which is enhanced by the soften filling thread. The result is an almost
embossed fabric, soft and light.

WOW1264

WOW1264-01

WOW1264-02

WOW1264-03

WOW1264-04 WOW1264-05

Available colors:

CAP ONE
With flat peak, are the new caps that use the innovative design concept ONE TOUCH®.
The caps are made from a single piece of fabric, without panels or seams, perfect for any
customisation and adaptable to all sizes.

WOW1265

WOW1265-01

WOW1265-02

WOW1265-03

WOW1265-04

Available colors:
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RAINY CYCLING GORE
CYCLING GORE is an essential cap for every cyclist: windproof, 
rainproof, breathable and waterproof.

Vivid colours for this soft, light baseball cap in breathable
nylon, perfectly waterproof thanks to protective band applied 
on the seams. Mesh lining inside.

WOW1266 WOW1267

WOW1266-01 WOW1266-05

WOW1266-02 WOW1266-06

WOW1266-03 WOW1266-07

WOW1266-04 WOW1266-08

Available colors:

CREEP
The CREEP cap in corduroy needlecord cotton with a perfect 
casual style, always trendy and for all seasons.

WOW1268

WOW1268-01 WOW1268-05

WOW1268-02 WOW1268-06

WOW1268-03 WOW1268-07

WOW1268-04 WOW1268-08

Available colors:
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JUNGLE
Baseball cap in cotton and polyester blend with 3 different 
prints with reminescent to the tones of the forest. Suitable 
both for sportswear and for fashionable and cool look. Velcro 
back closure.

WOW1269

CAMPUS
Elegant and versatile sports cap, perfect for outdoor activities 
in full comfort, thanks to the technical fabric in nylon com-
bined with the breathable mesh.

WOW1270

WOW1270-01 WOW1270-05

WOW1270-02 WOW1270-06

WOW1270-03 WOW1270-07

WOW1270-04

Available colors:
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RAPPER
High Crown ‘’TRUCKER CAP’’ with polyester foam front panel as peack side and back panels 
in mesh material. PVC back strap.

WOW1272

WOW1272-01 WOW1272-05

WOW1272-02 WOW1272-06

WOW1272-03 WOW1272-07

WOW1272-04 WOW1272-08

Available colors:

UNI-CAP POLARFLEECE
An innovative baseball in soft and warm fleece, completely free from panels and seams, for 
maximum fit, comfort and customization.

WOW1271

WOW1271-01

WOW1271-02

WOW1271-03

Available colors:

SNAP ECO LEATHER BLACK
ECO-LEATHER is the emblematic fabric of Rock’n’Roll, that grunge mood inspired by the 
underground culture of the 1980s. SNAP ECO LEATHER fully represents this mood, fashion-
able and immortal.

WOW1273
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SLAM
Baseball cap in polyester with 4 different sublimation prints. Suitable both for sportswear 
and for fashionable and cool look. Velcro back closure.

WOW1274

RANGER 
These days the lone Ranger is no longer alone when it comes to 
headwear taste, as lovers of the wild, wild west seems to be going 
from strength to strength year in, year out.So in order to quench 
their wild thirsts here we have a traditional cowboy.

WOW1275
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BACKPACK TEAM
Classic all-rounder for leisure time; large main compartment with 2-way zipper; flat pocket; 
volume expansion; 2-way zipper front pocket; bottom pocket with retractable mesh; elastic 
mesh side pockets; two handles; carrying strap; adjustable chest strap.
48 x 32 x 17,5 cm

WOW1277-01

WOW1277-02

WOW1277-03

WOW1277-04

Available colors:

HIP BAG SPORT
Padded back; zipper main compartment; zipper front pocket; padded bottle holder.
14 x 38 x 7 cm

WOW1278WOW1277

JORDAN BASKETBALL BASKET
Mini, PVC basketball basket with suction cups and basketball.

WOW1276

WOW1276-01

WOW1276-02

WOW1276-03

Available colors:
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SPORTS BAG SHIFT
Affordable sport/travel bag with folding option and large opening with 2-way zipper; 
spacious main compartment; side shoe compartment.

WOW1280

WOW1280-01

WOW1280-02

WOW1280-03

Available colors:

WASH BAG SPORT
For hanging; with various compartments.

WOW1279-01 WOW1279-03 WOW1279-05

WOW1279-02 WOW1279-04 WOW1279-06

Available colors:

WOW1279

SPORT/TRAVEL BAG GALAXY SPORT/TRAVEL BAG SPLASH
Large main compartment with welds and roll closure protects the contents against 
water and dirt; lateral lashing straps; handles with padded grips; removable and 
length adjustable cross shoulder straps for optimal carrying comfort.

Main compartment with reinforced bottom; mesh pocket and zipper pouch, rear opening 
ventilated shoe compartment; lateral mesh pockets and straps; large zipper front pocket 
with insert compartments and headphone opening.

WOW1281 WOW1282

WOW1281-01 WOW1282-01

WOW1282-03

WOW1281-02 WOW1282-05

WOW1282-07

WOW1281-03

WOW1281-04 WOW1282-02

WOW1282-04

WOW1281-05 WOW1282-06

WOW1282-08

WOW1281-06

Available colors: Available colors:
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SPORTS BAG TEAM SPORT/TRAVEL BAG STEP
Spacious zipper main compartment with organizer features and firm inside base; zipper 
front pocket with reflective element; lateral mesh pouches; lateral shoe compartment.

Classic sports and leisure bag with sturdy bottom tray that can be filled separately; large 
main compartment with 2-way zipper; firm bottom with base feet.

WOW1283 WOW1284

WOW1283-01 WOW1284-01WOW1283-03 WOW1284-03 WOW1284-05

WOW1283-02 WOW1284-02WOW1283-04 WOW1284-04 WOW1284-06

Available colors: Available colors:

WAIST BAG SOLUTION
Main compartment with zipper and front pouch with 2-way zipper; comfortable padded back; adjustable waist 
belt
Material: Polyester
16 x 30 x 7 cm

BLACK 
WOW1285-01

ORANGE 
WOW1285-02

GREEN 
WOW1285-03

GREENAPPLE 
WOW1285-05

YELLOW 
WOW1285-08

BLUE 
WOW1285-06

RED 
WOW1285-09

WHITE 
WOW1285-04

PINK 
WOW1285-07

WOW1285
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NATURE ESCAPE

When escaping city traffic and buildings, your clients and 
employees can take with them your gifts, to make the best of 
their outdoor time.

They could make fine memories, while using your branded 
items, like a cooler bag with map compartment, a 
multifunctional survival tool or a tubular compass.  

They can have fun on their trips, with their friends, using your 
gifts such as steel mugs or foldable cups, a cooking grate or 
even using a hammock with your brand.

Your gifts should include even their pets, for a perfect nature 
escape.

It’s time for a nature escape, with fun wearing your brand 
signature!
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SPORTS, TRAVEL BAG WITH RFID PROTECTION
Sports, travel bag with RFID protection, zipped main compartment and interior pocket, 
carry handles and adjustable shoulder strap.

WOW1286

BACKPACK STAR
Spacious main compartment with two-way zipper; zipper front pocket with organizer 
features; lateral mesh pockets; handle; padded back; padded, adjustable shoulder 
straps
Material:Polyester
45,5 x 32 x 18 cm

BLACK 
WOW1287-01

NAVY 
WOW1287-02

BLUE 
WOW1287-04

RED 
WOW1287-03

WOW1287
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COOL BAG SOLUTION
Large main compartment suitable for 5 x 1 litre bottles; flat front pouch; handles; adjustable shoulder strap
Material: Polyester
31 x 30 x 15 cm

BLACK 
WOW1288-01

ORANGE 
WOW1288-02

NAVY 
WOW1288-03

WHITE 
WOW1288-05

RED 
WOW1288-08

GREEN 
WOW1288-06

PINK 
WOW1288-04

GREENAPPLE 
WOW1288-07

COOL BAG SPORT
Spacious main compartment; two way zipper front pocket; mesh side-pockets; clear map compartment on top; 
removable shoulder strap; straps on back for attaching onto bike
Material:Polyester
24 x 30 x 18 cm

BLACK 
WOW1289-01

WHITE 
WOW1289-02

GREEN 
WOW1289-03

RED 
WOW1289-05

NAVY 
WOW1289-04

WOW1289
WOW1288
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COOL SHOPPER FROSTY
Stylish cool shopper in two-color optic; insulated main compartment with 
zipper and adjustable divider; zipper front pocket with mesh compartments.
Material: Polyester
35 x 31 x 13 cm

GREY 
WOW1290-01

BLUE 
WOW1290-02

GREEN 
WOW1290-03

RED 
WOW1290-05

NAVY 
WOW1290-04

COOKING GRATE VEGIE
This cooking grate is perfect to barbecue fish or vegetables.
28 × 59 × 1 cm

WOW1291

WOW1290
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CHAIR WITH COOLER BAG LUDVIKA
Information: 1 plate, 1 glass, 1 knife, 1 fork and 1 spoon, all made of plastic.
31,5 × 31 × 28,5 cm

WOW1293

380 ML DUSK STEEL MUG, GOLD
380 ml mug with shiny varnish layer. Two walls made from stainless steel. Inner wall made 
from upgraded 18/8 stainless steel. Shape is similar to classic ceramic mugs.
82 x 98 x 82 mm

WOW1292

NIGHT GOODY STEEL MUG, WHITE, 380 ML
380 ml mug with shiny varnish. Two walls made from stainless steel. Inner wall made from 
upgraded 18/8 stainless steel. Shape is similar to classic ceramic mugs.
82 x 98 x 82 mm

WOW1294
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CYRIL TUBULAR COMPASS, TRANSPARENT
Plastic compass with string. 
11 x 1,7 x 6 cm

WOW1295

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SURVIVAL TOOL
Multifunctional survival tool, functions: whistle, compass, thermometer (°C and °F), light, 
mirror, magnifying glass and cord with safety closure.
10,8 x 4,6 x 2,3 cm

WOW1296

TELESCOPIC FLASHLIGHT TIRION
LED flash light with 6 diodes and a magnet placed at the telescopic arm. Flexible ending 
will help you to find small metal objects and take them of with the magnet. Logo will be 
engraved. Batteries included.
Ø 30 x 170 mm (not extended). 

WOW1297
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JUNGLE PLUS
Hammock with integrated mosquito net. Made in lightweight and strong nylon material. For 
easy set up the strap and carabineers are included. This hammock can hold up to 200 kg.

WOW1298

DYLAM BADMINTON SET
Travel pet feeding set, including a bottle with two compartments (for food and liquids), and 
a foldable silicone bowl.

WOW1299

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

WOW2567-01

Available colors:

TOWEL CLIP SET
Two pcs towel clips to fix your towel to the beach chair. Practical solution for the beach.
14,5 × 11,5 × 2,5 cm

WOW1300
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BERTY FOLDABLE CUP
Plastic foldable cup with pillbox comparment and metal carabiner. 
ø68×106 mm

WOW1301

MATSEN PET SET
Travel pet feeding set, including a bottle with two compartments (for food and liquids), 
and a foldable silicone bowl.

WOW1302

WOW1302-01

WOW1302-02

Available colors:

SAVERA REFLECTIVE LIGHT
Bone shaped reflective light for pets with 2 leds, carabiner and identification 
badge at the back.
4,7 x 3 x 1,6 cm

WOW1301
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RUCIN DOG WASTE BAG DISPENSER
Plastic, bone shaped dog waste bag dispenser with carabiner and 15 bags.
82×54×41 mm

WOW1302

WOW1302-01

WOW1302-02

WOW1302-03

WOW1302-04

WOW1302-05

Available colors:

WOW1303

FOLDABLE DOG BOWL GUSS
The foldable dog-bowl made of flexible silicone is perfect for journeys or long strolls. The 
top circle is made of rigid material, which facilitatesthe folding and the opening of the bowl, 
making it stable and rigid.
11.9 x 5 cm

WOW1303-01

WOW1303-02

BALOYN FOLDABLE BOWL
Portable, foldable dog bowl with carabiner.

WOW1304

WOW1304-01

WOW1304-02

WOW1304-03

Available colors:
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FRONUK PET LEAD
Polyester ped lead with metal carabiner.
1270×25mm

WOW1306

WOW1306-01

WOW1306-02

WOW1306-03

WOW1306-04

Available colors:

MUTTLEY VISIBILITY DOG’S COLLAR
Polyester visibility dog’s collar with plastic buckle.
500 × 18 mm

WOW1305

WOW1305-01

WOW1305-02

WOW1305-03

Available colors:

MULLER DOG WASTE BAG DISPENSER
Plastic dog waste bag dispenser with 1 LED flashlight, 15 bags and aluminium carabiner. 
ø41×104 mm

WOW1308

WOW1308-01

WOW1308-02

WOW1308-03

Available colors:

PET BRUSH “TOBY”
Designed to get the best hair care for your pet. The face of soft bristles of synthetic fiber 
serves to smooth and brighten the top layer of the mantle, eliminating traces of dust or dirt 
on the surface.
23 x 6 cm

WOW1307
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BE WOW DAILY

The WOW factor can brighten your day … every day. So you 
can pass it on to your partners and employees through small 
gifts or give-aways that bring a smile on their faces.

Even the quotidian activities can become funnier or more 
colorful with gifts that make you WOW daily:  from cute 
toiletry bags to all kind of shapes for foldable shopping bags.

From originally shaped bottle openers to glam anti-tangle 
hairbrushes. From floating to squared mugs. From useful 
items in the kitchen to nice lunchboxes.  And don’t forget 
about the small things like keychains or luggage tags. All can 
make you feel wow.

WOW is a state of mind. Wear it daily!
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TRAVEL MUG WITH COFFEE GRINDER
The COLUMBIA mug is an ideal solution for those who appreci-
ate the aroma of fresh, hand-ground coffee.
Capacity of 360 ml. Ø 82 x 213 mm

WOW1309

GONNESA
Squared mug. 320 ml.
8 x 8 x 8 cm

WOW1310

CORONILLA
Mug. Material: Ceramic 
12 x ø 8,5 cm

WOW1311

WOW1311-01

WOW1311-02

WOW1311-03

Available colors:
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NIGHT GOODY STEEL MUG, BLACK, 380 ML 
380 ml mug with shiny varnish. Two walls made from stainless steel. Inner wall made from 
upgraded 18/8 stainless steel. Shape is similar to classic ceramic mugs.
82 x 98 x 82 mm

WOW1312

TEA BAG HOLDER EL SALTO
Tea bag holder made of transparently frosted plastic - provides not only space for the used 
tea bag, but also for cookies, sugar cubes or sweetening when serving tea.
5,5 × 2,7 × 4,5 cm

WOW1313

FOLDABLE CUP PROST 65 ML
Foldable glass with capacity of 65 ml. Made of stainless steel, closed in round steel pouch
key chain. 
Ø 50 x 20 mm (folded)

WOW1314
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PLESIK MUG
White ceramic mug with coloured handle, 350 ml. In gift box.
ø 82 x 98 mm

WOW1316

WOW1316-01 WOW1316-04

WOW1316-02 WOW1316-05

WOW1316-03 WOW1316-06

Available colors:

STEEL MUG DRINK MUG 220 ML 
Double-walled, stainless steel drinking mug. Dishwasher safe. 
Ø 7 x 9.50 cm

WOW1315

UTAH TEA
Single wall in high borosilicate glass bottle with tea infuser and neoprene pouch. Capacity 
500 ml.
Ø 6 x 24 cm

WOW1317
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COASTER LIGHT 
Coaster with LED Light up feature base in ABS with bottle opener.
Ø10 x 0.8 cm

WOW1318-02

WOW1318-01

WOW1318

HIP FLASK 120 MLKEYRING
Carabiner. Contains 65 ml metal glass.
 5 x 1,5 cm

Stainless steel, Italia Leather. 
7 x 12,3 cm

WOW1320WOW1319
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APPLE CUTTER APPLE VALLEY
Healthy snack! As everone knows: an apple a day, keeps the doctor away! Attach, push down 
and enjoy the healthy snack.
13 × 14,7 × 1,9 cm

WOW1322

CHIVE SCISSORS BILBAO

WOW1321

Perfect for cutting spices. Scissors fitted with 5 blades and plastic wrap.
22,2 × 7,8 × 2,6 cm

ESTRELLAS
Bottle stopper with LED light cord. 3 LR44 batteries included.

WOW1323
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VIMLE
Box for a bottle of wine with chopping board and corkscrew.

WOW1327

BOENIM WINE SET
Wine set with 4 accessories, in gift box.
14,5 x 16,5 x 4 cm

WOW1326

PAELLA
Wall clock in pan shape in ABS. 1 AA battery not included.
43 x 25 x 4,3 cm

WOW1324

STRIPED NECK PILLOW WITH HOOD
Striped neck pillow with integrated hood from velvet material. Just relax during long jour-
neys by car, train or plane. We will print your logo on the hood.
30 × 30 × 10 cm

WOW1325
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MULTI BOX LUNCHBOX 
Luxury lunchbox made of high-quality plastic material. The lid fits perfectly due to the sili-
con sealing ring and extra snap closure. With removable separator and ventilation opening. 
19,2 x 6.6 x 12 cm

WOW1330

KENZZO COOKIE CUTTER SETBALDIX MOLD
Silicone cookie cutter, with handle for printing and resistance to temperatures up to 240°C. 5 pcs plastic cookie cutter set, in round box.

ø 115×50 mm

WOW1329WOW1328

WOW1328-02

WOW1328-01
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ALL-IN-ONE PORTABLE ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKER
With this portable innovative coffee maker, you can truly enjoy your coffee anytime,
anywhere! The coffee grinder with powerful electric motor quickly and quietly grinds
coffee beans to your desired texture, either for French press or finely powdered espresso.
22.20x9.40 cm

WOW1332

ÖNSKEDRÖM
Kitchen accessories: Mixer with batteries 2xAA not included.. Material: ABS, stainless steel 
12,5 x 7,5 x 23,5 cm

WOW1333

ICY 
Set of 4 reusable stainless steel ice cubes in velvet pouch.
6 x 8 x 2 cm

WOW1331
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STAINLESS STEEL SOAP PEARL
Kills all bad smells. From now on you’ll always chop carlic or onions, because the bad smell 
afterwards will be earased easily from your fingers. Just use the stainless steel soap same as 
a normal soap under water and every smell goes away.
8,7 × 4,2 × 2,1

WOW1336

CAMPING CUTLERY PAMPLONA
Two-piece camping cutlery made of stainless steel. It can be split in the 
middle so you get knife and fork, or bottle opener and spoon.
8,6 × 3 × 2,5 cm

WOW1334

BURGER PRESS WITH BRUSH TEXAS
Aluminum burger patty press with silicone brush, packed in an individual box.

WOW1335
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VICTUS OPENER
 Jar opener with magnetised surface 

WOW1339 WOW1340

POCKET LAMP, LIGHT BLUE
Want to blow your friends away? Just show them this LED light that switches on shedding 
romantic light once you pull it up and turns off the moment you pull it down in place.
87 x 54 x 3 mm

WOW1340-02

WOW1340-01

DESSERT STEEL RINGS BRINDISI

WOW1337

Dessert and appetiser rings made of stainless steel, consisting of 2 rings with o 7.5 cm, 2 
rings with Ø 5 cm, 1 releaser with
Ø 7.25 cm and 1 releaser with Ø 4.85 cm.
15,6 × 8 × 7,5 cm

BLAKE ICE BUCKET
Metallic ice bucket with bottle opener, 6 l.

WOW1338
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DRAKAR MEAT BRANDING IRON
Metal marker for meat with die-cut wooden handle, hanging strap and 65 
interchangeable metal characters. Presented in an attractive design box.

WOW1343

FLAMBE BURNER PESARO
Refillable “creme brulee” torch with regulabe flame size and kids security.
6 × 2,8 × 10,5 cm

WOW1344

THADE MOLD SET
Mold set , plastic 
12,2 x 12 x 5,7 cm 

WOW1341-03

WOW1341-02WOW1341-01

FANTIEL LUNCH BOX
Plastic lunch box (1000 ml) with sport bottle (300 ml) on top. 

WOW1342WOW1341

WOW1342-01

WOW1342-02

WOW1342-03

Available colors:
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HECLAN MOBILE HOLDER
Universal mobile stand with adjustable clamp, flexible arm and platic clip.

WOW1345

PARADOX III
Shape with curved side panels. Design inspired by the classic 
hourglass, highly polished case.
73 x 60 x 30 mm

WOW1347

PARADOX IV
From above oval, from the front round. Largest advertising 
space on the side panels, highly polished housing with mag-
nifying glass.
73 x 85 x 20 mm

WOW1346

WOW1346-01 WOW1347-01WOW1346-02 WOW1347-02
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BRENOM MOBILE HOLDER
Flexible mobile stand that can be used at the desk or in the bed.

WOW1348

RULER (10CM/ 4 INCHES) WITH A 
Ruler (10cm/ 4 inches) with a loupe in the middle and a small pen integrated in the ruler, 
black ink.
3,4 × 18 × 0,6 cm

WOW1349

TAPACHULA
Sequin pencil case.
21 x 9 x 4,5 cm 

WOW1350

WOW1350-01

WOW1350-02

WOW1350-03

WOW1350-04

Available colors:
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BATTERY LAMP WITH FAN FRESH 
Battery lamp with fan FRESH LIGHT: flexible neck with 16 LEDs, on/off per fingertip, dim 
function per longer touch, integrated fan with separate touch sensor, power supply via USB 
cable (length approx. 100 cm), versatile applicable due to integrated battery with 1.200 mAh.
13,5 x 12 x 24,5-48 cm

WOW1351

MINIMAL WALLET
Banknote pocket. Pocket for coins. Holds 6 cards. RFID protection. 
2 snaps fastening. Paper box included 
7 x 10 cm

WOW1352
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ALARM WALL CLOCK RING RING IN OVERSIZE
Alarm wall clock RING RING in oversize: alarm function, prominent dial, with hook on the 
backside, metal frame, plexiglass, plastic backlaser engraving.
Ø21,5 x 8,8 x 28,5 cm

WOW1353

AM/FM RADIO RECEIVER
AM/FM radio RECEIVER: in elegant wood look, illuminated frequency display, with power 
plug, 2 control knobs: volume and channel selection, with Bluetooth version 2.0. 
31,2 x 14,8 x 21,5 cm

WOW1354

PROFESSIONAL STITCH COUNTING M
With light and ruler x10 enlargements. Valid for textile, printing, medicine.
Batteries not included.
18.6 x 4.8 cm

WOW1355
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SILICON TOILETRY BAG
The use of 100% silicon material makes this toiletry bag unique. The silicone is leak proof, 
heat proof, and slip resistant. It prevents spillage in your suitcase and is easy to clean with 
water.
19x10x10cm.

WOW1356

WOW1356-01

WOW1356-04

WOW1356-02 WOW1356-03

WOW1356-05

Available colors:

ANTI-TANGLE HAIRBRUSH
Anti-tangle hairbrush for easier brushing.
6,7 x 9 x 4,5 cm

WOW1357

WOW1357-01

WOW1357-02

WOW1357-03

Available colors:

HELGE
Frosty round case with 25 soap leaves.
ø 7 x 1 cm

WOW1358

WOW1358-01

WOW1358-02

WOW1358-03

WOW1358-04

Available colors:
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DRAWSTRING BAG UNIVERSAL
bag with cord; trimming and cord in grey
25,5 x 10,5 cm

WOW1360

BAG WITH PRESS BUTTONS UNIVERSAL
Women show their sense with the bag with press buttons UNIVERSAL. Be it lipstick, nail 
polish or jewellery - everything has its place in this handy little bag. It is the perfect size to fit 
in a lady’s handbag.
11,5 x 19 x 6.5 cm

WOW1359

RASPERA GLASS FILE
Glass file for nails in plastic case
1,2 x 14 x 0,3 cm

WOW1361

WOW1361-01

WOW1361-02

WOW1361-03

Available colors:

NALEX ABSORBENT TOWEL
Folded, absorbent towel on a stick. Material: microfiber 260 g/m².
55 x 145 x 30 mm

WOW1362
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DELUXE MICROBEAD TRAVEL PILLOW
Prevent neck, shoulder and head complaints with this microbead neck pillow. The U-shape 
of this super soft neck pillow guarantees optimal support for your neck, shoulders and head 
during long or short trips.
6 x 13 x 59 cm

WOW1365

TRAVEL BOTTLES SET OLANNA
The set includes two silicone 89 ml containers. Each of them has a suction cup that allows to 
place the container on the vertical or horizontal surface. The container has a clever nut with 
names of liquids that can be poured into containers.
110 x 150 x 45 mm

WOW1363

SPOKE CAPS PINNO
Reflective frontends for bicicle spokes will enhance visibility of every biker. Simple a easy 
usage - all you need to do is to attache it to bicycles’ spokes. The set containse 10 separate 
forntends, each 7 cm long.
70 mm

WOW1364
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WOW1366

SILICON TOILETRY BAG
The use of 100% silicon material makes this toiletry bag unique. The silicone is leak proof, 
heat proof, and slip resistant. It prevents spillage in your suitcase and is easy to clean with 
water.
19 x 10 x 10 cm

WOW1366-01

WOW1366-02

WOW1366-03

WOW1366-04

Available colors:

HOZON LANYARD FLASHLIGHT
Silicone lanyard with 1 LED flashlight. Delivered with button cell battery.
3,4 x 39,5 x 2 cm

WOW1367

WOW1367-01

WOW1367-02

WOW1367-03

WOW1367-04

Available colors:

MUFIX LUGGAGE TAG
Plastic luggage tag with paper insert. 
97 × 60 × 4 mm

WOW1368

WOW1368-01

WOW1368-03

WOW1368-02

WOW1368-04

WOW1368-05

Available colors:
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KARPOV CHESS SET
Chess set with matte finish and bright figures. Made of coloured glass.
22 x 5 x 22 cm

WOW1370

CAR AIR FRESHENER REFLECTS-BOUILLANTE
This car air freshener covers unpleasant odors with your favorite perfume or fragrance oils 
and can be easily attached to your ventilation slot. Included are two carrier cushions on 
which you can apply your personal fragrance and insert it into the air freshener.
33.5 x 33.5 x 41 mm

WOW1371WOW1369

JUMP STARTER MAST 6000 MAH
Jump starter is a classic 6000 mAh power bank and emergency start function. All the 
necessary cabling is included: smart cable with clamps, USB-microUSB and USB-Lightning 
cable. Technical specifications: microUSB input 5V/1A, USB output 5V/2.1A.
77 x 136 x 16 mm
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AS
Ultra thin stainless steel bottle opener, playing card design supplied in PVC pouch.
5 x 8 x 0.15 cm

WOW1373

WALLET
Banknote pocket. Holds 10 cards. RFID protection. Snap closure.
7 x 9,5 cm

WOW1372

WOW1372-01

WOW1372-02

Available colors:

STICKY WALL CLOCK LUCCA
Sticky wall clock Lucca. Individually assembled clock that can be glued or hanged on the 
wall. Use the template provided to put it together easily. It comes packed in a blister pack 
and works with a single AA battery.
31,8 × 23,3 × 3,9 cm

WOW1374
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MASSAGE TOOL LAGOS 
Shopping basket with aluminum frame and large cooling compartment.
47,5 × 27 × 38 cm

WOW1375

ZORE THERMAL BAND
Cold and warm reusable thermo band with velcro.50 g
70 x 6 cm 

WOW1376

WOW1376-01

WOW1376-02

WOW1376-03

Available colors:

POCKET ALARM OVADA
The pocket alarm can be activated by simply pulling out the pin on the keyring; includes a 
black drawstring and three LR45 button cells.
6 × 4 × 1,9 cm

WOW1377
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LED WRIST BAND PITTSBURGH
two red LED, two different light versions are available: permanent light or blinkingMaterial: 
plastic, ABS, polyester. Battery: including 2 coin cells. 
15,7 × 6,5 × 3,7 cm

WOW1378

TELFIN MOSQUITO REPELLENT BRACELET 18G
Mosquito repellent bracelet with ultrasound. 
24,4 x 2,8 x 1,3 cm

WOW1379

WOW1379-01

WOW1379-02

WOW1379-03

WOW1379-04

Available colors:

ODE ELECTRIC BLANKET
Electric blanket, 220-240V/ 60 W.
40 x 32 x 0 cm 

WOW1380

PANDA EARS CLEANER
Ears cleaner with 3 accessories. Delivered with button cell batteries. 

WOW1381
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DIG FOLDING METAL SHOVEL WITH COMPASSSHOVEL FOLDING SHOVEL, BLACK
Folding metal shovel in textile case.
15.5 x 4 x 24.5 cm

Folding metal shovel with compass and rubber handle in textile pouch.
42x10 cm

WOW1385WOW1384

PERKI
Pet bottle, 250 ml. 
6,1 x 19 x 6,1 cm

WOW1382

WETON PET BRUSH
PVC pet brush with hand straps.
8,7 x 12,8 x 0 cm

WOW1383-01

WOW1383-02

Available colors:

WOW1383

WOW1382
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WOW1386-03 WOW1387-03WOW1386-04 WOW1387-04

WOW1386-01 WOW1387-01WOW1386-02 WOW1387-02

PILCANO PURSE EMOTY SELFIE PAI PAI
PVC, emoticon shaped purse. Paper fan with emoticon design and wooden handle.

WOW1387WOW1386 WOW1389WOW1388

ASHLEY MUGGRAP LUGGAGE TAG
Ceramic mug with emoticon design. 400 ml.Silicone, emoticon shaped luggage tag.37 g.

WOW1389-02WOW1388-02

WOW1389-01WOW1388-01

WOW1389-04WOW1388-04

WOW1389-03WOW1388-03
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WOW1390-01 WOW1390-02 WOW1390-03 WOW1390-04

WOW1391-03 WOW1391-04

WOW1391-01 WOW1391-02

FRICUM BALLPOINT PEN SHIRLEY ANTISTRESS KEYRING
Plastic ballpoint pen with emoticon decoration. With blue refill.
140×35×17 mm

PU antistress keyring with emoticon design.

WOW1391WOW1390

WINLON NOTEBOOKSTRAIK CIGARETTE PACK COVER

Notebook with 40 sheets and emoticon design.Cardboard cigarette pack cover with emoticon design.

WOW1393-03WOW1392-03

WOW1393-01WOW1392-01

WOW1393-04WOW1392-04

WOW1393-02WOW1392-02

WOW1393WOW1392
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MATEKY ERASER SET
4 pc emoticon eraser set in PVC pouch.

WOW1394 WOW1395

KUMBA PURSE
Zipped, fruit shaped mini purse with metal keyring, made of PU leather.

WOW1395-03 WOW1395-04

WOW1395-01 WOW1395-02

CICLEX KEYRINGBLICHER OPENER KEYRING
Motorcycle shaped aluminium keyring with bottle opener function.
3 x 6,6 x 0,4 cm

Bicycle shaped aluminium keyring with bottle opener function.
35×57×4 mm

WOW1397WOW1396
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IBIK OPENER KEYRINGSINGE KEYRING
Aluminium, guitar shaped keyring with bottle opener function.
27 × 73 × 3 mm

Lizard shaped, aluminium keyring with bottle opener function. 
3,5 x 6,4 x 0,5 cm

WOW1399WOW1398

SKATER OPENER KEYRINGSAILAR KEYRING
Banknote pocket. Holds 10 cards. RFID protection. Snap closure. 7 x 9,5 cm  Skateboard shaped, aluminium keyring with bottle opener function.

WOW1401WOW1400
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TERUK BOTTLE OPENER KEYRINGCLIFF KEYRING
Aluminium, key shaped keyring with bottle opener function. Key shaped aluminium bottle opener with keyring.

23 × 61 × 23 mm

WOW1403WOW1402

TEMBEL KEYRING RULERRIA KEYRING
Aluminium, fish shaped keyring with bottle opener and cord winder function.
25 × 67 × 4 mm

Plastic, mini folding ruler with metal keyring, 0,5 m.

WOW1405WOW1404
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DOGGO KEYRING
Dog shaped metal keyring with silicone loop.

WOW1407

CAT SHAPED METAL KEYRING WITH SILICONE LOOP.
Cat shaped metal keyring with silicone loop.

WOW1406

RIZET KEYRINGHOKEY KEYRING
Stainless steel keyring. Car shaped aluminium keyring with coloured rubber loop.

WOW1409WOW1408
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KEYCHAIN “FOUR-LEAF CLOVER” KEYRING “HE & SHE”
75 x 40 x 5 mm 78 x 28 x 20 mm

WOW1411WOW1410

KEYCHAIN “HEART KEY” - SHINYKEY CHAIN TROLLY, BOTTLE OPENER
100 x 35 x 10 mm110 x 35 x 6 mm

WOW1413WOW1412
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ROULETTE “MONTECARLO“
110 x 60 x 18 mm

WOW1414

JEWELRY BOX “HEART”
75 x 75 x 20 mm

WOW1415

DECANTER TAG WITH CHAIN 
52 x 28 x 5 mm

WOW1416

FRUTY ANTISTRESS KEYRING
PU foam fruit and vegetable shaped antistress keyring.
ø40 mm

WOW1417-05

WOW1417-03

WOW1417-01

WOW1417-06

WOW1417-04

WOW1417-02

WOW1417
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RAINBOW UMBRELLA
XXL automatic umbrella in rainbow colors, made of polyester with plastic handle, plastic tips 
and black poles. We will print your logo on one segment.
Ø 120 × 95 cm

WOW1420

ESTILO SUNGLASSES 
Hip sunglasses with shiny black frame. The lenses are mounted on the frame as a complete 
front. This gives the glasses a very striking appearance. The glasses offer 400 UV protection.
14.5 x 2.7 x 5 cm

WOW1418

BRAVA SUNGLASSES  
Traditional sunglasses with high gloss frame combined with metal. With silicon nose pads. 
The glasses offer 400 UV protection (according to European standards).
14.2 x 3 x 4.2 cm. Weight: 26 g

WOW1419
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STRIPED NECK PILLOW WITH HOOD
Striped neck pillow with integrated hood from velvet material. Just relax during long 
journeys by car, train or plane. We will print your logo on the hood.
30 × 30 × 10 cm

WOW1421

WOW1422-02

WOW1423-02

WOW1422-04

WOW1422-01
WOW1423-01

WOW1422-03

FOLDABLE SHOPPING BAG “SMILING FACE“ CHRISTMAS FOLDABLE SHOPPING BAG
Foldable shopping bag “smiling face”, folded into corner with string and plastic stopper.
40 x 38 cm

Christmas shopping bag, folds into seasonal shape, press-stud 
closing.
40 x 24 x 58 cm

WOW1423WOW1422
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SHOPPING BAGSHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in carrot-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

Shopping bag foldable in banana-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

WOW1425WOW1424

SHOPPING BAGSHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in apple-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

Shopping bag foldable in strawberry-shape pouch.
37x39 cm

WOW1427WOW1426
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SHOPPING BAGSHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in pineapple-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

Shopping bag foldable in strawberry-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

WOW1429WOW1428

SHOPPING BAGSHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in kiwi-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

Shopping bag foldable in grape-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

WOW1431WOW1430
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SHOPPING BAGSHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in apple-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

Shopping bag foldable in orange-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

WOW1435WOW1434

SHOPPING BAG
Shopping bag foldable in tomato-shape pouch.
38 x 40 cm

WOW1432

AUBERGINE FOLDING SHOPPING BAG
Strawberry-shaped folding bag with drawstring. Color Eggplant.
34 x 40 cm

WOW1433
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FISH FOLDING BAG
When folded completely, it is obtained the shape of a fun and original fish that fits with a 
rope and a clasp, also includes a carabiner type hook. Both are perfect to wear on the wrist, 
purse, shopping cart.
34 x 40 cm

WOW1437

SHOPPER CHICKEN
Shopper bag in a colorful and creative folding shape.
430 x 400 x 2 mm

WOW1436

SHOPPER FISH SKY-BLUE SHOPPER GOLD FISH
Shopper bag in a colorful and creative folding shape.
430 x 400 x 2 mm

Shopper bag in a colorful and creative folding shape.
430 x 400 x 2 mm

WOW1439WOW1438
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CLANTON TROLLEY SHOPPING BAG
Highly practical trolly shopping bag with foldable wheels. The bag is foldable and
expandable so you can easily fit all your shopping inside. The bottom of the bag is
stiffened. 60 cm long black holding straps.
430 x 500 x 150 mm

WOW1441WOW1440

PORTLAND INSULATED SHOPPING BAG
Polyester insulated shopping bag with aluminium frame and EVA handle. It offers excellent 
thermal insulation thanks to aluminium foil bedding inside the basket.
480 x 400 x 280 mm

WOW1440-02

WOW1440-01

MULTI BAG SKY
Modern backpack shopper; main compartment with zipper; front zipper pocket; inside 
zipper pocket; handles with press stud cuff; adjustable, breathable carrying system; folding 
and stowage function.
43 x 41 x 13 cm

WOW1442-01

WOW1442-02

WOW1442-05

WOW1442-06

WOW1442-03

WOW1442-04

Available colors:

WOW1442

COOLER SHOPPER BASKET
Nicely-designed cooling basket with aluminium frame; main zipper compartment; front 
zipper pocket; magnetic cuff; inside washable; foldable. Material: Polyester
25 x 45 x 25 cm

WOW1443
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SHOPPER GLAM
Glamorous shopper made of thick, textured artificial leather with a trendy metallic look; 
main compartment closes with snap fastener; removable zipper inside pocket, can be used 
separately. Material: Polyurethan
36 x 36 x 14,5 cm

WOW1444

WOW1444-01

WOW1444-02

Available colors:

SHOPPING BAG
Eco shopping bag with long handles. (from recycled PET)
38 x 42 cm

WOW1445

WOW1445-01

WOW1445-02

WOW1445-03

WOW1445-04

WOW1445-05

Available colors:

DACROK POUCH
Polyester pouch with string closure.

WOW1447-01

WOW1447-02

WOW1447-05

WOW1447-03

WOW1447-04

Available colors:

HIDRA POUCH
Velvet pouch with string closure.
8 x 10 cm 

WOW1446 WOW1447

WOW1446-01

WOW1446-02

WOW1446-03

WOW1446-04

Available colors:
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NOTEBOOK BACKPACK URBAN
Young notebook backpack with trendy, geometric cut; combination of melange fabric and artificial velour leather; main 
compartment with padded notebook compartment; zipper front pouch with two flat insert pockets; two way zippers; 
padded back and shoulder straps. Material: Polyester
41 x 32 x 15 cm

BLACK 
WOW1450-01

RED 
WOW1450-02

GREY 
WOW1450-02

BROWN 
WOW1450-02

DARK BLUE 
WOW1450-02

TRADAN COOLER BAGFIBRI TROLLEY BACKPACK
Drawstring cooler bag for children with aluminium padding. 210D polyester.
270×330 mm

600D polyester trolley backpack with padded back and shoulder strap.

WOW1449WOW1448
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WAIST BAG BREEZE
Llight, water-repellent sling bag; front-mounted zipper for easy fastening and release; length-adjustable belt 
with elastic strap for stowing the belt; welded seams; water-repellent zipper. Material:Polyester
13 x 32 x 5 cm

WHITE 
WOW1451-01

BLACK 
WOW1451-02

BLUE 
WOW1451-04

RED 
WOW1451-05

NAVY
WOW1451-03

WAIST BAG STEP
Main compartment with 2-way zipper and inner zip compartment; front zip pocket; rear-side comfortable padding; 
front reflector stripes; length-adjustable and side-closing waist strap. Material: Polyester
14 x 24 x 7 cm

BLACK
WOW1452-01

WHITE 
WOW1452-02

GREEN 
WOW1452-03

RED 
WOW1452-05

BLUE 
WOW1452-06

NAVY
WOW1452-04
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SHOPPING COOLING BASKET LAVALSHOPPING BASKET IRLAND
The optimal shopping basket made of polyester with cooling function, cover with zipper, 
foldable aluminium handle and integrated shopping cart chip. The basket can easily be 
folded and has a carrying capacity of 15 kg
45 × 27 × 23 cm

Shopping basket with aluminum frame and large cooling compartment.
47,5 × 27 × 38 cm

WOW1455WOW1454

SHOPPER BASKET
Nicely designed shopping basket with aluminium frame and zipper front pocket; foldable
material:Polyester
25 x 45 x 25 cm

BLACK 
WOW1453-01

GREY 
WOW1453-02

GREEN 
WOW1453-03

NAVY 
WOW1453-05

LIGHT BLUE 
WOW1453-08

YELLOW 
WOW1453-06

BLUE 
WOW1453-09

ORANGE 
WOW1453-04

RED 
WOW1453-07
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COOL BAG FAMILY XL
Large main compartment suitable for 5 x 1 litre bottles; flat front pouch; handles; adjustable shoulder strap
material:Polyester
31 x 30 x 15 cm

BLACK 
WOW1457-01

ORANGE 
WOW1457-02

WHITE 
WOW1457-03

NAVY 
WOW1457-05

RED 
WOW1457-06

GREEN 
WOW1457-04

BLUE 
WOW1457-07

SHOPPER SOLUTION
Nicely shaped, big shopper with decorative metal buckle and two-tone straps; main compartment with hanging zip 
organizer. Material:Polyester
43 x 40 x 16 cm

BLACK 
WOW1456-01

ORANGE 
WOW1456-02

WHITE 
WOW1456-03

NAVY 
WOW1456-05

RED 
WOW1456-08

PURPLE 
WOW1456-06

GREEN 
WOW1456-04

YELLOW 
WOW1456-07
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MOVIE CHAISE
Polar blanket with sleeves MOVIE. 100% polyester.  
240 grs/m2 anti-pilling polar fleece fabric. With neck and sleeves. 

Polar tunic CHAISE. 00% polyester. 240 grs/m2 anti-pilling polar fleece fabric. Hood with 
neckband. Bottom pleat to put feet into. 

WOW1460 WOW1461

WOW1460-01 WOW1461-01

WOW1460-02 WOW1461-02

Available colors: Available colors:

FASTY SHOPPING TROLLEY
Foldable shopping trolley with zipped pocket. 
32 x 54 x 13,5 cm

WOW1458

WOW1458-01

WOW1458-02

WOW1458-03

WOW1458-04

Available colors:

AUTOMATIC POCKET UMBRELLA
High-quality automatic pocket umbrella made of pongee, with soft grip. Your advertise-
ment will be printed on a segment.
Ø 105 × 64

WOW1459
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VERSUS
Polar blanket with sleeves MOVIE. 100% polyester.  
240 grs/m2 anti-pilling polar fleece fabric. With neck and sleeves. 

WOW1464

PREGON DUBLIN
Dungarees PREGON. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 210 grs/m2 twill fabric. Adjustable straps. 
Front pocket with zip. 2 waist pockets. 1 back pocket. Elastic waist. 

Sweatshirt DUBLIN. 65% polyester, 35% cotton. 295 grs/m2 brushed fleece fabric inside. 
Round neck. Ribbed neck, cuffs and bottom. Double stitching on shoulders, sleeves, cuffs 
and waist. 

WOW1462 WOW1463

TAURON HAIR CLIP
Hat shaped velvet hair clip.
2,4 x  Ø 5.5 cm

WOW1465
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CAPTAIN 
Make waves this summer with a 50’s revival of the classic yatch 
club look.

WOW1467

MOLBIK SOCK
Polyester socks with anti-slip soles. One size, 36-43.

WOW1466

WOW1466-01

WOW1466-02

WOW1466-03

WOW1466-04

Available colors:
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Your marketing campaigns can often involve gifts, prizes or 
give-aways for kids.

Kids of your employees, customers or business partners.
Kids are their priority and gifts for them become usual on 
different occasions (1st June, St. Nicholas, Christmas, summer 
holidays or school beginning).

Kids are also fashionable, trendy and became important
buying decision influencers for their parents. 

We offer you some gifts proposals to make your brand
memorable also in the kids world.

Win the heart of your clients & employees.
Make your brand loved by their kids.KIDS WORLD
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SKATTEBY SKATTEBY
Kids backpack with animal faces. Kids backpack with animal faces. 

WOW1468 WOW1469

SKATTEBY SKATTEBY
Kids backpack with animal faces. Kids backpack with animal faces. 

WOW1470 WOW1471
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SHAGGY LION KID’S BACKPACK SMILING BEAR KID’S BACKPACK
Kid backpack with large main compartment and extra front and side pockets. It is made 
from 600 D polyester, 300 D polyester, microfiber and PVC.
260 x 280 x 140 mm

Kid backpack with large main compartment and extra front and side pockets. It is made 
from 600 D polyester, 300 D polyester and PVC.
260 x 280 x 120 mm

WOW1472 WOW1473

HAPPY LADYBIRD KID’S BACKPACK RUSTUFF TOWEL
Dog shaped, coloured absorbent towel. Material: Microfiber 310 g/m².Kid backpack with large main compartment and extra front and side pockets. It is made 

from 600 D polyester, 300 D polyester and PVC.
260 x 280 x 120 mm

WOW1474 WOW1475
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FROGGY SKIPPING ROPE, WHITE/
Made from wood and cotton skipping rope with froggy shaped handles.

SKAKANKA LADYBUG, WHITE / RED
Skipping rope with wooden handles in the shape of ladybirds.
120 x 35 x 35 mm

WOW1476 WOW1477

SMILEY BACKPACK
A special backpack made of 600D polyester with winking face on the front and reflecting 
stripes on the front and side. An eye-catcher for young and older. 

WOW1478
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KISSA DRAWSTRING BAG - WHALE KISSA DRAWSTRING BAG - DUCK
Foldable drawstring bag for children with animal shaped pouch and plastic carabiner.Main compartment with organizer features; flat inside pocket; convenient shoulder strap; 

large flap with Velcro closure as the ideal embroidery area for your promotion.
29 x 36 x 10 cm

WOW1479 WOW1480

KISSA DRAWSTRING BAG - ZEBRA KISSA DRAWSTRING BAG - GIRAFFET
Foldable drawstring bag for children with animal shaped pouch and plastic carabiner.Foldable drawstring bag for children with animal shaped pouch and plastic carabiner.

WOW1481 WOW1482
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FESIENT MUG
Plastic mug for children with changable colouring paper insterts and 4 colour pencils.
320 ml

WOW1483

LEARNING WHITEBOARD
Whiteboard with felt tip pen, the pen’s cap contains eraser and magnet.

WOW1484

WOW1484-01 WOW1484-02 WOW1484-03

Available colors:

GLOWBRACELET
Flexible and transparent plastic bracelet with easy closure and LED light with two modes: 
flashing or continuous light. The transparent bracelet will also shine when the light is on..  

WOW1485
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BACKPACK TEDDY
A small backpack with a nice teddy bear print for self-colouring. Markers in 6 colours 
included.
The TEDDY backpack will hold the necessary items needed by little tourists during first 
expeditions. 
230 x 280 x 90 mm

WOW1486

CROCO TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER, 
Croco shaped wooden toothbrush stand. It comes with hourglass to check when the brush-
ing time is over (3 minutes). Packed in white cardboard box.

WOW1487

OXIGEN WATCH
Watch, water powered. Dispenser Included.
240 × 38 × 15 mm

WOW1488
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